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Walk Twain was very much alive when he said

t-and so are receiving tunes today.
T5% of TV sets produced n 1972' use tubes.
Ord with all the se -s in USE, there is a potential
tep acement base raj over one and a quarter
aillkm sockets.

4CA has been a leacer in receiving Ube
ievelopment since the incustry started. Our
tecord is more thal Three billion tubes
xtoiluced to date.

Ne're also a leadett ii this lig, prafitable re)Iacement business Go with RCA and get your
;ha -e.

>bier one and a quaver bil ion tubes are

wring it on.

EDITORIAL

Our Professional Associations
As has been indicated frequently in past
editorials, news items and letters, your editor is an extremely strong supporter of our
professional associations. As editor, it is
my belief that only by working together can

we hope to master the political strength,
the economic resources, and the technical
and business skills necessary for insuring
our position in the future world of electronic sales and servicing. We must all
work together for our own common good
or perish separately!
As you know, the two major national associations in existence today are the National Alliance of Television
and Electronic Service Associations (NATESA) and the National
Electronic Associations (NEA)-Frank Moch being Executive Secretary of NATESA and Dick Glass being Executive Vice President of
NEA.

Our publication has in the past made every effort to offer equal
support to both associations. When receiving an offer to become
an associate member of NEA, we immediately contacted the
NATESA headquarters to see if we might also purchase such a
membership from that association. NATESA, wanting to remain independent of such "outside" influence, was unable to provide such
membership-current membership being restricted entirely to active service dealers and honorary members.
The first two national association conventions that
attended
were NEA's 1971 convention in Portland, Oregon and NATESA's
1971 convention in Hot Springs, Ark. brought my wife and daughter to the Portland convention and we had a delightful time meeting people there and working with them. Although the Arkansas
I

I

association that sponsored the NATESA convention was very cordial
and did an excellent job in preparing for the convention, I just
about bit my fingers off as observed a group within the NATESA
I

membership openly ridicule Mr. Moch as he sat at the platform,
attempting to unseat him as Executive Secretary-plus taking a
number of business sessions merely to approve the minutes of the
previous convention's business meeting.
Prior to the 1972 Joint Convention, passed the CET Exam and
was accepted as a member of the International Society of Certified
Electronic Technicians (ISCET)-a technical arm of NEA and the
only association prepared to offer me full voting membership. And
at the Joint Convention
was drafted and elected Chairman of
ISCET. Thus as a result of association acts-rather than any bias
on my part-I have become more deeply involved in one phase of
I

I

our professional associations.

As a result of my ISCET activity, there have been complaints
have promoted that association's programs more strongly
than the "NATESA Plan to Create Confidence," described in our
that

I

December issue. On the other hand, one NATESA member has com-

plained that their plan has received too much coverage. His letter
then went on to say: "I noticed the big spread in your December
issue about NATESA's 'Electronician' certification. Unfortunately,

you were given only an outline of how the plan should worktheoretically. It is possible that it might actually work that way
in Chicago and maybe elsewhere, but I have never seen that good

an application made of the potentially good program. In practice,
every member of NATESA gets a certificate with an 'Electrician License #' (I and every local member has one and we were never
required to prove any degree of competency), and, except in areas

where local associations are active, anyone who pays $35.00 can
become a member of NATESA."
Previous issues of our publication have given considerable coverage to the subject of association merger, some background concerning the subject having been included in the December Edito-

rial. As strongly as our publication-plus many manufacturersin favor of merger, the process of merger presently appears

are

at a virtual standstill. In fact, to such a degree that the presidents
of both associations recently issued a statement indicating that
additional studies were required before future action could be
taken concerning merger. It is unfortunate (and in my opinion
improper) that such a statement was not first given to the respective merger committees and then allowed to be regretfully released
to the public by the gentleman elected by both associations as
Chairman of the Joint Merger Committee-Mr. Morris L. Finneburgh, Sr., E.H.F.

Mr. Finneburgh, as Chairman of the Joint Merger Committee, has

attempted to influence both associations as they have worked
toward this effort. In carrying out his elected function, he has been
subjected to unnecessary abuse. (After having commitments for a
1973 NEA convention in Hawaii postponed-over their strong objections-in order to conduct another Joint Convention this year and
improve the chances of merger, some individuals became obsessed

with a nightmare that much of what had been accomplished for
the good of the association might be scuttled as an expediency for
the sake of merger.) From my frequent personal telephone conversations with Mr. Finneburgh, it has become apparent that their
resulting overreactions have been most distressing to him.
What is the basic problem? Both associations were formed for
the same basic purpose. We are supposedly dealing with highly
intelligent grown men and women, all of the same profession, who
should be capable of getting along with one another. What has gone
wrong?

Our November issue contained a glowing report of the first Joint
Merger Committee meeting in Memphis, Tenn. It seemed in November that merger was just as close at hand as the end of the
Vietnam War.

On page 26 of the November issue there are two sentences from

the merger report that seemed to blow things "sky high." It said:
"The Joint Committee unanimously agreed that there should be a
continuation and maximum support of the CET Examination, ISCET

and the development of a 'shop certification' similar to the program initiated by NATESA. The Joint Committee unanimously decided that Messrs. Moch and Glass would not be invited to the next
Joint Committee Meeting, but that an invitation would be considered for subsequent committee meetings." The latter of these two
decisions was made over the strong objections of Mr. Finneburgh,
who felt that these two gentlemen should at least be allowed to
express their personal views at the next Joint Merger Committee
meeting.
Mr. Moch founded NATESA and has been a leader in this associa-

tion for about 25 years. It has become his life. During one phone
conversation with Mr. Moch, he told me of his concern that without
the proper safeguards the NEA segment of the new association
(once merger was completed) might attempt to dump him, leaving
him with nothing in return for his many years of dedicated service
to our industry. And if the new national association headquarters
were to be somewhere else, what of his secretary who has served

continued on next page
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him these many years, and what of his own personal investment in
NATESA headquarters' equipment?

Mr. Glass was part of the faction in NATESA that around 10

sociation has been formed.

years ago decided they had enough of NATESA and Mr. Moch, leav-

Prior to the publication of this editorial, and hopefully even

ing that association to form NEA. These people now feel that the
majority of the NATESA delegates would remain loyal to Mr. Moch
and would reject any merger proposal that did not assure Mr. Moch
a position at least equal to that of Mr. Glass-yet they (this earlier
faction) seem to stay awake nights with the fear that by gaining
such a position, Mr. Moch might somehow obtain control of the
new association, nothing having been gained them as a result of
the original association split. Some NEA members have even openly

after, I have had a good working relationship with both Messrs.
Glass and Moch. However, quite a number of rank -and -file association members (of both associations) that have spoken with are of

stated that they would not belong to any association that employed Mr. Moch. Old feuds have thus been revived-at least in
the memories of some association members.

Of equal concern to many association leaders is the apparent
incompatibility of the CET Exam, which involves testing under controlled conditions and which is even used in some states as the
official state licensing exam, and the NATESA program, which calls
for shop testing of employees under an honor system.
Some association members feel that if we are to be successful

in our efforts to achieve merger, then both associations should
demonstrate a greater respect for the other association and its
activities. For quite some time now, considerable effort has been
given to the task of developing a program for coordinating manufacturer technical training programs for the electronic technician.
The resulting program-the JESUP Program which we support and
have described in detail on page 30 of our January issue-was developed by NEA through the cooperation of the Electronic Industries Association (EIA). Although the pilot run of this program is
being greeted with enthusiasm by electronic technicians across
the nation (judging from the responses received even at this early
date) for a while the enthusiasm of some manufacturers was
cooled by adverse comments printed by Mr. Moch in the November
1972 issue of NATESA SCOPE. In concluding his comments concerning the JESUP Program, Mr. Moch said: "Let us be really prac-

tical about the problem and its many ramifications. Let us not
commit the serious blunder of hoping to create a thousand genii
in one location that will cost far more in dollars and time servicers cannot afford, and let us not be so foolish as to expect
that effective upgrading is a one week -end cram session."
At the October NEA Board meeting that
attended in Omaha,
Nebr., a resolution was passed granting the Merger Committee
I

the authority to act on merger, authorizing the balloting of all
members by certified mail to hopefully complete the merger prior
to the next Joint Convention this August in Kansas City, Mo. It was
the Board's hope that the NATESA Executive Council would give a
similar endorsement to its Merger Committee. But in contrast, on
December

20th

Leo

Shumavon,

President

of

NATESA,

wrote:

"NATESA has not given nor does it intend to give the Merger Com-

mittee any undue power. Their job is to progress to as far as
possible, then report to the Executive Council. After the council
acts on its progress and they feel it is warranted, they will ask
the NATESA membership for a vote."
Some members of NEA see no need to hurry into a merger. They

feel that should attempts at merger fail, then several disgruntled
NATESA state associations would simply leave NATESA and join
NEA, thus in effect resulting in but one major association. (There
is even talk of the association then adopting a new constitution,
taking on a new name and pretending that a merger had taken
place.) However, such a shift of state associations may not occur.
As you will note in this month's Letters to the Editor Column, one
state association-Virginia-has decided that too many feet have
dragged long enough. If the two national associations cannot get
together and complete a merger by August 1973, then the Virginia
association will no longer have anything to do with either national
association. We have received reports that one major NEA state
8

association is also considering the withdraw of its support after
August 1973 until a merger has been accomplished-or a new as-
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the opinion that attempts at merger have deteriorated to a battle
between the advocates of these two men. These members are quick

to acknowledge the great work done in the past by Messrs. Moch
and Glass, but feel that a new united association is far more important than these two personalities. Merger may thus be completed through the regrouping of state associations, ignoring current national association leadership. And, because of (or despite)
everything done thus far, we may very well have a new major association developing from the next Joint Convention. Just as our
nation's Congress may well end the Vietnam War despite the peace
efforts of President Nixon, our state associations may bring about
merger without the aid of their national executives.
However, these dissident state associations had better have
their strategy clearly mapped out and well coordinated with other
states before they even seriously consider undertaking such a
drastic plan of action. Otherwise they will merely produce a third
association no stronger than the former two, or generate anarchy

-each state association functioning independently without any
national coordination of efforts. We need one strong associationnot two, three ... or fifty!
This evaluation of the merger situation by your editor is bound
to generate additional controversy. Many will fear that it is an unfortunate case of airing our dirty linen in public. However, with
all the harmful rumors that are currently being spread around, your
editor feels that it is necessary to attempt to clear the air by reporting
as he sees it.
Despite many unresolved conflicts concerning the merger situation, plans are definitely underway for a second Joint Convention
to be held at the Crown Center in Kansas City, Mo. on August
23-26. These plans call for another ELECTRONIC SERVICE INDUSTRY

YEARBOOK, which will again be very capably edited by Vincent
Lutz, CET. Those manufacturers wishing to show continued support of independent electronic sales and servicing would still invest
their money wisely by contacting Mr. Lutz directly concerning all
advertising in the only yearbook that serves our entire industry.
His address is 1546 Sells Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63147. (He already
has ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER's contract for an advertise-

ment in this next edition of the yearbook.) Revenue from that pub-

lication will be divided amongst the participating associationsNEA and NATESA.

Last year Nolan Boone did a very capable job as Chairman of
the Joint Convention Trade Show. All manufacturers having a prod-

uct worth selling for more effective consumer electronics sales
and servicing should most definitely contact him directly to reserve
their booths while space is still available. His address is 5522 W.
12th St., Little Rock, Ark. Manufacturers need not get involved in
association controversy in their active support of our industry!
This is definitely the year of decision. Association matters must

now be resolved to insure our place in the future of electronic
sales and servicing. Now is not the time to sit back and let others
fight the battle for you. It offers the best opportunity ever to have
a part in molding our association future-and thus our own business future. We need men and women with enough "guts" to get
out there, join their respective associations, put on their hard
hats, and take up their battle stations to insure a better future!
We are facing an exciting challenge! The next Joint Convention
should prove to be the most interesting ever!

The fully -equipped
audio laboratory.
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formance. It checks harmonic distor- "almost" is because we're missing an
tion, IM distortion, true RMS power FM Alignment Generator. FortunateBet you thought it took a
and true RMS voltage, plus others.
ly, Sound Technology makes one whole stack of instruments to analyze And it displays the results on a digital the Model 1000A. But if you don't
audio equipment. It does. And that's readout.
need sweep, you can buy the Leader
a whole stack of instruments above
Just above the McAdam
LSG 231 FM Stereo Generator in- disguised as two boxes. Most of Tester is the new McAdam Phase
stead. Add either one to the picture
the stack is in the bottom box .. . the Lock Wow and Flutter Analyzer. It
and your laboratory is complete. For
McAdam Tester. The McAdam Tester does exactly what it sounds like it
more information circle our reader
contains oscillators, meters,
should do, for tape decks and turn- service number or contact McAdam
transformers, circuitry and controls
tables. You can either use our test
Electronics, 7360 Convoy Court, San
for measuring nearly every critical
tapes or the two built-in oscillators.
Diego, CA 92111, Telephone (714)
parameter of audio equipment per- We also can furnish test records. The 278-0300.
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VIRGINIA ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION
INCORPORATED

Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS; The Virginia Electronics Association is an organization composed of
over 150 independent consumer -electronics service businesses in the state of
Virginia; and
WHEREAS, the purpose of the Virginia Electronics Association is to promote the
general well-being of those persons and firms identified with the electronics
service industry; and

General Membership Demands
Merger Be Accomplished
You are to be commended for your
timely and provocative editorials and,
especially, for your outspoken stand in
support of unification. We very badly
need that kind of support if this single association concept is going to get past

WHEREAS, the Virginia Electronics Association is committed to cooperate and/or
affiliate with other such organizations which enhance, promote and safeguard
the electronics service industry; and
WHEREAS, the Virginia Electronics Association has traditionally cooperated
with and significantly contributed to the recognition and growth of both
NATESA and NEA; and

the next convention (or even to it).
I feel that the key to unification lies
in heavily promoting the fact that a
new association will be formed, not
with the intent of having a third association and trade representative but
with the expressed purpose of replacing both of the existing associations.
As it is, too many people are against
merger (not the general members, but
the "leaders" and the persuaded Delegates) for there to be any hope of success at the NATESA [and NEA] con-

WHEREAS, the Virginia Electronics Association is keenly aware of the existing
situation whereby the electronics service industry is inadequately represented
at the national level by two factionally divided and duplicative associations,
NEA and NATESA; and
WHEREAS, the Virginia Electronics Association believes that the existence of
such duplicative groups promote frictional rivalries which are wasteful of already insufficient time, effort, talents and funds and which are conducive to
neither harmony within the industry nor productive achievement of the goals
of either association; and
WHEREAS, the pressures being exerted upon the industry from outside sources
demand nothing less than a totally unified committment by industry representatives toward collectively seeking effective solutions to survival; and
WHEREAS, the membership of the Virginia Electronics Association has the utmost
confidence in the abilities of the eleven -man NATESA-NEA Merger Committee to
democratically effect fair and practical solutions and rules for the creation
and implementation of a single, effective and widely -recognized national trade
association to represent the electronics service profession; now therefore

vention[s].

If, however, stress is placed upon
the new association and the fact that
both existing organizations have but

BE IT RESOLVED THAT, EFFECTIVE DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1973, THE VIRGINIA
ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATIONS SHALL HENCEFORTH CEASE TO RECOGNIZE. BOTH THE NATIONAL
ELECTRONIC
OF TELEVISION AND ELECTRONIC SERVICE ASSOCIATIONS (NATESA); AND

to implement the merger resolutions
-and if it is publicized loudly enough
-it will be extremely difficult for the
group which reject "unification" to

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THE VIRGINIA ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION AND ITS Jnrit
AFFILIATES SHALL WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORT, AFFILIATE WITH AND/OR COOPERATE WITH
THAT NATIONAL ASSOCIATION WHICH IS CREATED BY OR FORMED UPON THE STUDIED RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMBINED MERGER COMMITTEES OF NATESA AND NEA AND CHAIRMAN/MODERATOR MR. M. L. FINNEBUP5H, SR.

survive. One can be against merger be-

cause of various technical problems,
or because he doesn't like the leaders
of the other group, etc., but it would

The above resolution was adopted by a unanimous vote of the Board of Directors in regular quarterly session on December 9, 1972.

be a little more difficult to vote against

becoming a part of an already established "single association."
While certain anti -merger groups

'-kc
"liar

within NATESA control too many

erson, President
on, Secre 7 ry General

votes to permit a "dishonorable mer-

ger," even Frank Moch and Dick
Glass will have to be impressed by the

handwriting on the wall when probably all of NEA plus many of the major Affiliates from NATESA actually
become a "single association." If either
leader passes up the opportunity to get

in on the ground floor of the new
group, he will have to know that he
will never be allowed in afterwardsand I don't believe that any remaining
group can long survive financially on
the members that remain. This will be
especially true if the new group can
rightfully gain recognition from interrelated industries as THE association.
Anyhow, those are some thoughts,
and I'd sure be interested in hearing
other possible alternatives. The enclosed resolution printed below is submitted with the hope that you will be
6

1

able to utilize it, or the idea behind it,

assure you that your last sentence ["A

in a forthcoming issue of ET/D.

free nation such as ours cannot con-

W. S. (BOB) HARRISON

sider restricting its public video com-

munications to a hunk of cable."] is
100 percent correct; and so is the other information published.

Likes November Editorial

This letter is

little

I

I am just as anxious to hear more

must write to you and comment about
your editorial in the November 1972

about the Canadian transmitter as
you are-especially the equipment

issue.

necessary for the reception of this sig-

a

tardy, but

Having been in the electronics field

nal.

I surely hope I'll be able to re-

20 years-a graduate of DeVry Tech-

ceive this signal in the state of Kansas.

nical Institute of Chicago 1957, after
military service and a BBA from Cen-

I am looking forward to seeing addi-

tral Missouri State College, Warrensburg, Mo. 1963-I certainly think you
laid the cards where they belong.
I have worked as an electronic technician in the Cable -TV Industry and
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tional articles on this subject.

The Cable -TV Industry is against
anything and everything that might interfere with its capitalistic pursuits!

Again-a wonderful article.

ARTHUR CRABS

ALL PARTS
INCLUDED
IJ

-

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

A
PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

VHF Or UHF any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price

I

Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TARZIAN

INC. for this purpose.
All shafts have a maximum length of
12" which can be cut to 11/2".
Specify heater type parallel and series
450mA or 600mA.

all parts are included.

Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors are
charged at cost.

Fast efficient service at any of our
conveniently located service centers.
All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

Customized tuners are available at a
cost of only $15.95.
Send in your original tuner for comparison purposes to:

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY - SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

TSC

Backed by the largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
HEADQUARTERS .

INDIANA
ARIZONA
CALIFORNIA
FLORIDA
GEORGIA

INDIANA
KENTUCKY

NEW JERSEY
TENNESSEE

TEXAS

VIRGINIA

.

.

.537 SOUTH WALNUT ST., Bloomington, Indiana 47401
817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
2629 NORTH 1st AVENUE, Tucson, Arix. 85717

.

.

.

TEL: 812-332-7251
TEL: 317-632-3493
TEL: 602-791-9243

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
TEL: 213-769-2720
TEL: 813-253-0324
TEL: 404-758-2232
TEL: 219.845-2676
TEL: 502-634-3334
TEL: 201-792-3730

10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California
1505 CYPRESS ST., Tampa, Fla. 33606
938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia 30310
6833 GRAND AVENUE, Hammond, Ind. 46323
2920 TAYLOR BLVD., Louisville, Kentucky 40208
547.49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey 07307
lOn U.S. Highway 1 & 9)

1703 LAMAR AVENUE, Memphis, Tenn. 38114
1215 SNAPPS FERRY RD., Greeneville, Tenn. 37743
11540 GARLAND ROAD, Dallas, Texas 75228
4538 PRINCESS ANNE ROAD, Norfolk, Virginia 23502

.

TEL: 901.278-4484
TEL: 615-639-8451
TEL: 214-327-8413
TEL: 703-855-2518

... for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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READERS' AID
Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

Schematic Needed
We have a George Gott amplifier
and preamplifier in for repairs. It was

manufactured by Bigg of California,
2506 W. Washington Blvd. L.A. 18,
Calif. We need a schematic for the fol-

lowing: Model G50D amplifier and
Model GDP -50 preamplifier.
NIMPKISH ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 324
Albert Bay, B.C.

I would like to obtain a schematic
for a Mercury Model 1800 VOM.
BILL BRETT

P.O. Box 562
Leesburg, Fla. 32748

I need a schematic for a Candle TV
Model MT -510A, manufactured by
Tokyo Transistor Ind. Co.
D. VAN DE WATER

18 St. Josephs Dr.
Stirling, N.J. 07980

I need a schematic for a Stromberg
Carlson short wave receiver, Model
BC -348M.
WILLIAM WEST

238 Alta Loma Ave.
Daly City, Calif. 94015
Alignment Data Wanted

I would like to obtain alignment
data and instructions for a Korting
AM/ FM/SW/ Phono, Model 1007W,
manufactured in Germany in August
of 1959. Will gladly pay cost of duplication, mailing, etc.

This unique, automatic ranging, ac/dc digital multimeter
puts the data right at your fingertips.

REY EILERS

The Model -67 Auto -Probe DMM:
measures dc voltage - 1 mV to 1000 volts
measures ac voltage - 1 mV to 500 volts rms
measures resistance - 1 ohm to 20 megohms
measures current - with optional shunts
battery operated (line adapter optional)
It's fast (saves time!), it's accurate, and its readout is right
in the hand-held probe.

7419 Somerset Ave.
Clayton, Mo. 63105

The Model 167 Auto -Probe DMM - only $325. Send for

126 W. 1st Ave.
Rankin, Ill. 60960

Antique Tubes

I have antique radio and TV tubes
for sale at less than dealers' price.
G. C. GOODWIN

more details.

E I 7-1 H

Ns

M

LEY

HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS

U S A 28775AURORA ROAD CLEVELAND, OHI044139

Lists more than 1700 items-pliers,

EUROPE 14, AVENUE VILLARDIN. 1009 POLLY SUISSE

tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,

relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

JENSErT
'TOOLS
4117 N. 44th Street,

Phoenix, An, 81,018

.

10

.

.
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

COLOR ANTENNAS

Winegard Three -Day Workshop

Entitled "MATV Like It Is"
"MATV like it is," was the main topic of discussion at
the three-day workshop held by the Winegard Co. in the
new Pzazz! complex in Burlington, Iowa. The workshop,
one of 12 in a series held throughout the country in 1972,

THR UGH:
igher Profit
les Captivating
ackaging

xceilent Quality
ull Range Of Models

0

was conducted by J. C. Banard, Sales Mgr., Commercial
Products Div.; Hans Rabong, Jr., Chief Engineer; and
Dick Paulus, Systems Engineer. The session drew 43 distributors, contractors and dealers-plus your editor.
Instruction centered around basic MATV theory, system

APOLLO

layout and design, trouble shooting, operation, maintenance
and selling systems. The importance of installing systems

"that work" was a recurrent theme throughout the workshop. Active discussion on this subject, the problems and
solutions, persisted during the session.

GALAXY
ISCET Moves Headquarters
To New Indianapolis Facilities
With the rapid growth of ISCET (and NEA, its parent
association) it recently became necessary to move to larger quarters. This was accomplished by the ISCET/NEA
Staff with the assistance of Charles R. Couch, CET, President of NEA. The new address is 1715 Expo Lane, Indianapolis, Ind. 46224; and the phone number is now (317)
241-8172.

vEnus

't

Shown holding the ISCET letters upon completion of
the move are (1 to r) : Mike Tapp, Sherrill Glass, Charles
Couch, Barbara Tapp and Suzy Rives.
As indicated frequently in previous issues of our publication, electronic technicians can become members of ISCET
only after having successfully completed the CET Exam.
Sample questions of the type found in part nine of this
continued on next page

GC

GC ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.

..E.7-7.1 ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 U.S.A.
.
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NEWS...
continued from page 11
exam are given below.

NO RESIDUE NON-FLAMMABLE
NON-TOXIC NON-CONDUCTOR
A CHEMICALLY PURE CLEANING AGENT

WITH:

1. SELECTIVE CLEANING POWER
- removes greases, oils, dirt

and organic soils with no effect
on the article being cleaned.
2. EXCELLENT PENETRATING
AND WETTING ACTION - Its

INSTAN1
NTACr°
%EANOP1

high density and low surface

tension permits maximum pen-

Resido14111

etration of most minute crev-

llovan Degreiwe FIr

ices where its superior wetting
action then cleans even most
difficult materials.

butinCHES ROO
HEADS TUNE
-01 11

-soasraum_e

3. PURITY - evaporates com-

"mISTEo CIRCUIT
TEL E TEL EGO -

pletely - leaves NO residue.
4. SAFETY - Non -explosive, nonflammable, non-toxic.

5. STABILITY - does not react
chemically with other materials.
SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLE

Available in 7 & 16 oz. aerosols

with "Snorkel Tubes"

Section IX
Antennas and Transmission Lines
1. If a flat -ribbon 30011 line is connected to the 7511 antenna input of a TV set, what problems might occur in
reception?
2. A simple dipole antenna is bi-directional. (True/False)

3. If an antenna distribution amplifier has a OdB gain,
what will the output be if the input signal is 400iu,v?
4. Why is a preamplifier sometimes located at the antenna?
5. What will an ohmmeter measure on a 7511 coaxial cable
from center conductor to the outside shield?
Explanations

1. Because of the impedance mismatch, at certain frequencies standing waves will result in "ghosts." Some
channels may be very weak or may be "trapped" out
completely.
2. True. A simple dipole has a "two -petal" clover -leaf pickup pattern. With a reflector added it becomes uni-directional.
3. 400p,v since a OdB gain is the same as no gain.
4. To reduce noise. If the preamplifier is located at the end

of the transmission line away from the antenna, it will
amplify the noise picked up by the transmission line.
5. The ohmmeter will measure a very high resistance-unless the line is shorted, in which case it would measure
011. The 7511 is the ac impedance at high frequencies.

LPS RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.

'GLOOM

2050 COTNER AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90025

`,ti `PANGNIRTUNG

PHONE: (213) 478-0095
.

.

.
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FROBISHER

VANCOUVER
IL IQ COINICHAN)

EDMONTON

New

A REGINA
MONTREAL

less

aorrAw

SOLDERING IRON

greatest advance in soldering
since electricity
The new Wahl "Iso-Tip" lets you solder in difficult -to -work places
without a cord hindering your action; lets you move from place to
place without plug or extension cord! (Patents Applied For)
Just press the button and you have soldering
heat in 5 seconds. Nickel cadmium batteries
power up to 100 joints or more. Recharges

in stand (included) to full charge overnight. Replaceable, isolated -tip design
eliminates electrical leakage and
need for grounding. Tip per-

formance equivalent up to 50
Watts. Fine tip standard. Work
light and pilot light built-in.
Weighs less than 6 ounces! See
how fast and easy soldering
can be. Only Wahl makes it $19.95.

WAHL

CLIPPER CORPORATION

Department 4
2902 Locust Street
Sterling, Illinois 61081
815-625.6525

Drawing shows the football -shaped antenna coverage provided from
synchronous orbit by the Anik communications satellite successfully
put in space last November for Telesat Canada. Triangles mark initial
network TV ground stations to be activated when commercial service
started some time in January. Small black dots mark remote TV stations,
which will provide live TV programming to isolated regions not served by

terrestrial facilities. The largest and only manned stations in the network are located at Allan Park, near Toronto, and Lake Cowichan, near
Vancouver. Ottawa is the main satellite control center for Telesat.

Telesat Canada to Provide
U.S. Communications Service

An agreement with Telesat Canada for the first use of
Canada's satellite system to provide domestic communications satellite service in the United States was recently announced by RCA Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff.
Mr. Sarnoff said the service is subject to Canadian Parliamentary approval of Telesat's objects and powers permit-

ting Telesat, the Canadian domestic satellite system, to
Contact your local distributor or write direct.
... for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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continued on page 14

There must be an easier way...

There is: Sylvania's Chek-A-Color test jig.
TV servicemen were never meant to be
movingmen.

(diagonal) screen. It adapts to both high
and low focus voltage sets and a full line
of adapters lets you test over 5,000 dif-

But, that was before antique, modern
and French Provincial units that included
hi-fi, tape decks and record players were
built around a large -screen color TV set.
Getting those units to the shop can be
a big job.

ferent models.

A front -panel switch controls a yoke
programming system that gives you a
range of impedances and/or deflection
voltages to closely match both tube and solid-

That's why we developed our two Chek-A-Color test jig
state systems.
units. One, our full -house model, gives everything you need
For actual testing, a convenient meter lets you measure anto test a chassis. The other is a basic unit that practically lets ode voltage and a speaker lets you check sound performance.
you design your own test jig.
Since Chek-A-Color handles tube, hybrid and solid-state
All you have to take back to the shop is the electronic guts chassis, there won't be many complete cabinets to lug.
of the TV monsters.
With a Chek-A-Color test jig all you have to take is the
Regardless of the size of the original picture, Chek-A-Color chassis. Get the picture? Sylvania Electronic Components,
lets you see it on a benchtop 14 -inch
100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154

ffr4 SYLVANIA

NEWS

.

continued from page 12

SUPER

provide service outside Canada. The agreement with Telesat was approved by the Telesat Board on December 5.
The U.S. service is scheduled to begin no later than June
1, 1973. The RCA companies will install earth stations in

STICK
STOCK NO.
910

TECH
SPRAY

16p

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS
INSIDE PACKAGE

40.

IPP

PO-

70.

cana.s....t.

the Washington -New York corridor, California and Alaska,

to relay communications signals through the Canadian
satellite.

With inexpensive 15 -ft diameter antenna earth stations,
the system will be used in a test program of demand mul-

tiple access techniques for Alaska. That state's remote,

orketers of

iki4gEtu

0

CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE

RAPID BONDING
QUICK

four initial earth stations-one on the East Coast, one in
California and two in Alaska. In addition, a full channel
of color TV can be carried through the occasional use

HIGH STRENGTH

SETTING

Repairs:

NO MIXING
DRIES CLEAR

Wafer Switches Tuners
Drive Belts Cabinets
Ferrite Cores & Antennas

NO HEATING
HIGH

channel.

Knobs Panels Trim
FOR: RUBBER, METALS, PLASTICS,

STRENGTH

CERAMICS, GLASS, PHENOLICS

One Drop
Covers GM
Inch

Made in USA
Meets MIt.A-460S01

gEostreon 910 is o Kodak Reg

m

CHEMICAL TOOLS FOR TECHNICIANS

This is the superstuff youVe been
hearing about. Eastman 910' adhesive.
Use it on wafer switches, tuners,
drive belts, cabinets, ferrite cores and
antennas, knobs, panels, trim.
Cost? About 1-1/2 cents a drop
for one square inch coverage.
Available through Tech Spray,
P O. Box 949, Ama rillo, Texas 79105.

Originated and produced by Eastman
Chemical Products, Inc.,
Industrial Chemicals Division.
.

14

sparsely populated "bush" communities, in particular, now
have minimal communications.
It is planned that the RCA companies initially will provide approximately 260 voice -grade circuits between the

.

.
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Association Merger Meeting
Postponed by Chairman
As a result of previous difficulties in resolving vital issues in the NATESA/NEA Merger Project, Morris Finneburgh, Sr., E.H.F., Chairman of the Joint Merger Committee, requested that the leaders of both associations hold a
special "sub -committee" meeting. Those invited to attend
included: Frank Moch, Executive Secretary of NATESA;
Dick Glass, Executive Vice President of NEA; Leo Shumavon, President of NATESA; Charles Couch, Jr., President of NEA; Leroy Ragsdale, Chairman of the NATESA
Merger Committee; and Norris Browne, Chairman of the
NEA Merger Committee. This meeting was scheduled to
be held at the Muehlbach Hotel in Kansas City, Mo., on

January 29th, following a NATESA Executive Council
meeting scheduled for January 27th and 28th at the same
hotel.

In response to his request for this meeting, Mr. Finneburgh was advised that Mr. Moch would be unable to attend due to an excessive work load, and that Mr. Shumavon would be unable to attend due to other commitments
in Massachusetts-the NATESA Executive Council meeting having been postponed to February 3rd and 4th. (All
others indicated that they were prepared to attend.)
Mr. Finneburgh has wired both associations, rescheduling the same meeting for the same location, to follow the
rescheduled NATESA Executive Council meeting.

RCA
antennas your answer

for the
2 toughest
questions
you get.

1. " How do I get a better picture?"

2." What does it cost?"
With RCA in your inventory, you'll never
have to turn down a sale because you
don't have the right image -improver.
RCA has everything for every reception

problem-a complete line of outdoor
antennas, rotators, reception aids and
hardware. Each RCA product is a
precision engineered, top quality
performer in its class. All carry the RCA
name that your customers know they

can depend on. And the complete array
of models gives you a full range
of prices to bargain from, too.
Next time you get a tough question
from a customer, make sure you have
RCA on hand to answer it for you.
See your RCA Parts and Accessories
distributor today, or
contact RCA Parts and

Accessories, Deptford, N.J. RCA

... for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

the convenience of field service personnel. The cigarette lighter adapter

sembly, can be used with any I 2v sys-

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

tem and with all current "Iso-Tip"
models, as well as previous models
coded D72 and up. The plug will reportedly allow complete

recharges

from dead to full overnight with neg-

CORDLESS SOLDERING IRON
ACCESSORY

where ac power is not available. The
adapter, No. 7585 Charger Plug As-

ligible battery

Corp.

703

drain. Wahl Clipper

Auto lighter plug allows
in -transit charges

FREQUENCY

A new accessory is designed for the

"Iso-Tip" cordless soldering iron for

plug allows charging of the soldering
iron while traveling between jobs or

MULTIPLIER/COUNTER

704

Measures frequency to
0.001Hz in 1 sec

A counter has been developed to
make highly accurate direct -reading
measurements of audio and low -frequency inputs. The Model 6220 2MHz
Frequency/Multiplier Counter reportedly features a unique phase -lock/
multiplier

AUDIO TEST INSTRUMENTS

Now You Can Say
Service... and Smile!
LV - 77
FET MULTIMETER

LFM -30
TAPE SPEED/CHECKER

Solid state dependability
and stability plus high im-

Checks any tape recorder
for speed and drift accuracy at 3KHz as well as 1, 2, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 & 9KHz frequencies.
100MV to 10Vrms input
level. ±5% end scale accuracy with -3% to +3% test
range. Complete with
carrying case.

pedance-make this a fine
general purpose meter. Has

dual power supply - batteries and AC line. It's
truly portable! t.3% full
scale accuracy with easy to
read, clearly marked
face panel.
$109.95

$129.95

technique

which

makes

2C38. D7 -

possible high resolution measurements
without an increase in measuring

time, and which offers high rejection
of electrical noise. Additional features
include AGC which sets all input adjustments

automatically

for

total

hands-off operation, zero suppression

to blank out all leading zeroes for

easier reading of measurements, and
a highly legible, parallax -free digital
readout with an autoranging decimal
point and units annunciator.

The
2MHz frequency measuring range of
the unit is covered by four manually
selectable multiplier ranges. All measurements are also available in digital
serial 4 -bit BCD parallel output. Systron Donner Corp.

LSW -250
FM -TV SWEEP/MARKER
GENERATOR

1

#

4

Use with any scope to test and
service FM, TV and more. Has
2-260MHz freq. range, cont. adjustable, with calibrated markings
for most often used bands. Marking method is post injection with
external signal input provision.
Highly stable and accurate.
With accessories.
$309.95

MATV COAXIAL CABLE

LMV - 89
2 CHAN. AC
MILLIVOLT METER

A top -of -the -line low -loss MATV

Test stereo circuitry and 4 -channel

too-especially where differences
exist in voltage at two separate
points. ±3% full scale accuracy
(1KHz); dB scale readings at

cable, Part No. 4851, features a 12 gauge copper -clad aluminum center

Od13.0.775V and 1V each. 2 chans,
100MV to 300V range in 12 steps.

conductor,

With separate pointers, individual
switches, and amplifier systems.
Both channels operate
separately or together.

100% shield-

ing and aluminum tape

$229.95

shielding

Write for details. See your distributor.

The more you see... the more you believe... the more you save
Leader Instruments Corp.
.

16

I

705

Designed for greater
flexibility and easier handling

.

.

37-27 Twenty -Seventh St.

L.I.C., N.Y. 11101
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(212) 729-7410

aluminum

with
50%
reportedly
continued on page 45

braid.

It

is

Our 39 audio power transistors replace...

Ai)! 5,)

AL)1 5!)

AD/ 56

AD7 57
AD7 59

AD160
AD161

131
131
121

175
195

C:)

1

OP -1

00(2. 17(

and thousands more.
There are a lot of identical transis-

tors around hiding under different
manufacturers' part numbers.
But we've boiled power transistors
down to just 39 types that will handle

almost all of your replacement problems.

Practically everything from diodes
to integrated circuits.
And we don't stop there.

The ECG semiconductor line includes a variety of heat sinks, heat sink compounds, transistor mounting
kits, and sockets.

And we've also puttogether a cross-

reference guide that tells you which
one replaces which.
Our cross-reference guide also tells
you about the rest of our ECG replace-

ment semiconductor line. Altogether
they can substitute for 53,000 others.

In short, carrying Sylvania's ECG
replacement semiconductor line can
take a big load off your back.

And you can still give power to the
people.

Sylvania Electronic Components,
Waltham, Mass. 02154.

OD SYLVANIA

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALER 700
Offers replacement for
direct -wire telephones

A single -number automatic dialer called "Hot -Line" is introduced
as an economical replacement for dedicated or leased telephone
lines. The unit is available as a desk set with dialer built in
or as a wall box that converts any phone to a "Hot -Line." It
can reportedly be programmed to dial automatically when the
handset is lifted or when a push button is manually actuated, and
it is being marketed as a replacement for direct -wire telephone
lines now being used by businesses as an aid for customers
who can use a direct line to suppliers and for any reservation,
security, alarm system, or other applications using a frequently
dialed telephone number. Com-U-Trol Corp.

NEEDLE MERCHANDISER 701
Holds over 400 needles
on three slide -out trays

FOR MORE
NEW PRODUCTS
SEE PAGE 16

A needle merchandiser, Model CND,
has been introduced for dealers. Its
front panel displays 25 of the most
popular needles for instant identification.
Holding over 400 needles on three
slide -out trays, the merchandiser is
equipped with lock and key. The side
panels are walnut -grain and available
in a counter type or with a floor stand.
Duotone Co.

e
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VHF BROADBAND AMPLIFIER

702

Separate high- and low -band amplifiers

with individual GAIN controls

An all solid-state VHF/FM broadband amplifier,
Model CVB-45A, is designed for large VHF MATV systems.
The low- and high -band GAIN can reportedly be separately
varied over a range of at least 18dB, a feature which permits
the user to individually balance both bands to compensate
for higher cable losses in high -band service. The input
circuit may be fed from either a single wideband VHF
antenna or from two separate VHF antennas designed for
channels 2-6 and 7-13 with input choice switch -selectable.
With low- and high -band GAIN controls fully open, full gain
is said to be typically 45dB for all TV channels and FM.
Rated seven channel output capability is 59dBmv for each
low -band channel and 54dBmv for each high -band channel.
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories.
18
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Now

appearing
at your local

distributor's.
Here it is! A sure fire guide to a profit loaded
market. The foreign -made TV, stereo,
AM/FM radio, tape deck and cassette player
service market. And this time saving guide
is yours FREE.
The program is Raytheon's Sizzling 66.
A collection of top quality semiconductors
designed to replace over 5000 foreign devices.
And our guide to this program will be your
guide. It cross-references the thousands of
foreign semiconductors to the exact Raytheon

replaceable. Complete with all electrical,
mechanical and terminal arrangement data.
So you can find the information you need fast. Without frustration and confusion.
A beautiful program, a beautiful program
guide (and it fits right in your service caddy).
For all the details see your local Raytheon
distributor. Or contact Raytheon Company,
Distributor Products Operation, Fourth
Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803. RAYTHEON
Telephone 617-272-6400.

.. for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card

Introducing the
expensive curve
tracer that doesn't
cost a lot.
The B&K Model 501A.
It's a lab -quality instrument that provides fast analysis of all
semiconductors including J-FET's, MOS-FET's, signal and power bipolar
transistors, SCR's, UJT's and diodes.
You can test transistors in circuit for GO/NO GO condition. Badly
distorted curves will indicate the stage where a defective transistor or
other faulty component exists.
The 501A is complete-with scope graticule and FP -3 probe
for fast, one -handed in -circuit testing. It generates true current and voltage
steps, with 3% accuracy, for measuring beta at all current levels.
And it has a sweep up to 100 volts and
100 milliamperes.
With the 501A, curves are
displayed on an auxiliary scope screen.
And you can hook it up to any scopeold or new.
All three controls can be set in
quick -test positions to test and evaluate
90% of all solid-state devices without
manufacturer's data sheets.
The 501A won't burn out either
the semiconductors or itself.
With all these features, you'd
think the 501A was an expensive
curve tracer. But look at the price.
For complete technical
data, call your B&K distributor.
Or write Dynascan Corporation.

129

Very good equipment
at a very good price.
Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60613

.

20

.
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TEKLAB REPORT

Electrohome's Servicease
C12 Color -TV Chassis
by Joseph Zauhar

This set contains a fault indicator
board for informing the technician of the
defective area in the chassis
Each year as new col-

we have received, it was
of particular interest to us

TV set employing a C12

a table
model set with a 20 -in.
chassis. This is

or -TV sets are introduced,
we try to review the major
ones that you are likely to
encounter while servicing,

home products are now

pointing out the service
features and what to expect in new circuits. The
one reviewed this month

readers in this country
may be called upon to ser-

chassis itself is all solidstate, although two tubes

vice; plus some unusual
circuitry which you have
probably never encoun-

are used in the tuner.
Transistors and integrated
circuits are provided with
sockets for quick replacement, if required, and

is manufactured by Electrohome Limited, a major
manufacturer of color -TV
sets in Kitchener, Ontario.
This, the first Electrohome color -TV set that

for two reasons : Electrosold in the U.S. and there-

fore this is a set that our

tered before.

We received in our lab
Electrohome Capri,
Model C12-301, Coloran

(measured
diagonally)
screen.
The C12 color -TV

mod ularization

is

em-

ployed in the tuners, AFT
unit

and prealigned IF

stages. These factory -serviceable modules are plug-

in with metal cases that
greatly reduce transit and
handling damage.
This chassis is accessible, while it is operational,

from the top or the bottom by removing the back

cover and a panel on the
bottom of the TV -set
cabinet. The chassis can

also be pulled back for
service after removing two
screws from the rear chassis skirt. It is roadmapped

on both the bottom and
top to assist in locating
test
and
components
points.
Whenever the tuner, IF
or AFT module is suspect

as a particular problem,
Electrohome's Capri Color -TV set employs a C12 Servicease chassis.

the modular approach al -
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lows diagnosis by substitu-

tion to isolate the trouble.
The circuits in these mod-

and link switch. The tuner
employs a simplified tuner

mount and can be easily

ules allow interchanging

removed by loosening two

without realignment, and
the task of immediate re-

screws and removing a
third. All electrical connections to the tuner in-

TV set. It is connected between llv B + and ground
through resistor R3 to
provide the AFT input

voltage to the tuner. The

until the trouble has been
isolated and confirmed.
As we review some of
the important new cir-

cluding antenna input and

reverse bias voltage range
of this control is sufficient
to affect tuning into either

IF output, employ quick

sound or smear. Resistor

cuits, they may be followed in this month's Tek-

disconnect, plug-in connectors.

The VHF tuner em-

R3 restricts the range into
sound and the control can
be centered mechanically
for the correct channel
tuning point.

alignment may be deferred

fax schematic, No. 1456.

ploys two tubes, a 6AH5
RF amplifier and a 6LJ8

VHF Tuner

RF oscillator tube. Its fine
tuning is quite different

After removing the
back cover of the TV set
we noted a number of important features in the
tuner and associated components.
Being equipped with a
7511 antenna input on the
tuner, provisions for a
3001Z connection is accomplished at the antenna
terminal board by means
of a 300124o-7512 balum

from the TV sets that we
have reviewed in the past
since it does not employ
the

familiar mechanical

linkage arrangement, but
utilizes

the

control

of

Power Supply
The power supply used

in the C12 chassis must
provide a number of independent voltages, resulting
in a more complex design

than in previous chassis.

are two regu-

varactor diode D1 over

Included

the tuner's local oscillator.
The electronic FINE TUNING control R2, called
"Electrolock," is located
in the lower right control

lated dc supplies of 132v
and 24v; four unregulated

panel on the front of the

ture -tube

dc supplies of 270v, 170v,

60v and 32v; and two ac
supplies of 6v for the picfilament and
6.3v for the pilot light and
tuner filament.

The dc power supply
provides four separate
sources generated from
three separate rectifier cir-

cuits. The 32v and 60v
sources are supplied by
the same rectifier groupdiodes
D409.

D406

plied by full -wave bridge
configuration while the
transformer
secondary
supplying this rectifier
group is tapped at the

half -voltage point to supD407) in a full -wave, center -tapped configuration to

ply two rectifiers of the
group (diodes D406 and
provide the 32v source.
The full -wave bridge
configuration of diodes

D402 through D405 sup-

plies the 170v from the
tapped T401 secondary

(red to green/
red). A 4.711 resistor,

winding

R404, limits the surge
current through switch

SW401 and its A and B
contacts as capacitor E401
charges with initial switch on.
The 270v source is provided by a half -wave rectifier circuit employing

diodes D401 and D403
and the full transformer
winding.

When

source does not drop to
Ov, but rather to 110v as
diode D402 functions in
addition to diode D403
with a reduced portion of
the transformer winding.
Thus to eliminate the ex-

through

pense of an extra switch, a

The 60v source is sup-

portion of the TV set remains active even when

Rear view of Electrohome's Capri color -TV set with an open display of
components and a slide -out chassis.

Top view of the solid-state color -TV chassis with road -mapped circuit
boards to simplify identification of components.

22
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switch

is open, the 270v

After removing a panel the complete
underside of the chassis is exposed, making solder
connections very accessible.

A panel door hides most of the controls on the

front panel of the TV set.

A 7512 cable connector on the antenna block
allows direct connection to cable systems or
coax antenna system without additional adapters.

This rugged metal -cased factory serviceable IF

module can be substituted in the field without
requiring alignment.
1811111111111=101.

PC B

L105-81-ot

The AFT module is coupled to the IF module

The auto -saturation printed -circuit board em-

with a phono-type jack connector and is mount-

ploys edge connectors and plugs into a socket
on the main small signal printed -circuit board.

ed on the top of the main chassis.
The fault indicator board is mounted vertically
on the main chassis and monitors the five important voltages in the power supply. Should
excess circuit current cause one of these voltages to drop, the corresponding bulb will light.

The blue, red and green video output
transistors are plugged into the chassis and
employ large heat sinks. Also shown are the
ground pins to disable the color guns for
purity adjustments.

The DETAIL, BRIGHTNESS, CONTRAST and VERTICAL controls are mounted on a separate

video preamp board.

The integrated circuits are plugged into sockets for ease of removal when using the substitution method of servicing.
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the TV set is turned OFF.
This TV set is always hot

past.

unless unplugged!

vice

A very interesting current foldback circuit is incorporated in the 132v
regulated supply of this
chassis. Scan stability is
obtained by regulating the
B+ supply to the horizontal deflection circuitry for
a ± 10 percent line voltage

variation and for a 0-to2ma picture -tube beam
current variation. For this

This feature

was

designed to diagnose serproblems quickly
and efficiently, allowing

most of the service work
to be done in the home.
Since most service problems result in abnormal
load on the power supply,
this feature should shorten
service time.
This board is located

next to the power transformer on the top left rear

circuitry, and supply adjustment R422 serves as

of the chassis. Five neon
bulbs are located on the
board to monitor the five
important voltages in the
power supply. Should abnormal loading occur to

the HIGH-VOLTAGE ADJUST

one of the supplies, the

reason the 132v supply
may be considered a part
of the horizontal deflection

control.

Transistor Q401 is the

appropriate bulb will illuminate,

indicating

the

ments as follows: A two chroma bandpass

stage

amplifier and associated
killer switch, a five -stage
3.58MHz reference channel, a three -stage automatic saturation control

hold output changes to
within 6dB over an input
change of 30dB-at a sat-

function and the chroma
demodulator.

The chroma amplifier
contains two closed -loop,
automatic - gain control
systems: An ACC system
dependent on signal burst
amplitude gain controls

(transistor Q701) and an
automatic saturation control (electrocolor) depen-

dent on average chroma
picture information gain
(transistor

Q703). The killer switch
(transistor Q702) interconnects with both of

controls

series regulator power
transistors
transistor,

problem area. Since both
of the regulated supplies

Q402 and Q404 are the

derive biases

high -voltage

error
amplifiers and diode D414
is the reference zener.

higher B+ sources, fail-

signals.

Transistor Q403 and re-

ures in the higher sources
will cause a combination
of lamps to light.

first
encompasses the
chroma amplifier (transis-

two

sistor R416 form the cur-

rent limiter and components D416, D415, R424

from the

Since loss in the 270v
supply results in loss of
voltage in the 132v sup-

are switched or as program material is changed.
The circuit is designed to

these to detect the transmission of color or B/W

The ACC closed loop
tor Q701), the burst gate
amplifier

(transistor Q-

uration control setting that

would likely be used for
pleasing saturation for a
reasonable input level.
This auto saturation
control circuitry is located
on its own small print cir-

cuit board that plugs into
an edge -connector socket
on the main chassis.
The chroma demodulator, 1C701, is based on the
principle that all color in-

formation is contained in
any two of the three color
difference signals. This in-

tegrated circuit demodulates the R -Y and B -Y
signals through synchron-

detection and then
matrixes the proper proportion of inverted R -Y
ous

and B -Y to get G -Y. The
actual process of demodulation requires two phase
locked 3.58MHz reference
signals in quadrature and

and R418 work in con-

ply, due to biasing through

720), two reference buffer stages (transistors Q-

junction with the current
limiter to provide a current foldback feature that
allows a short circuit at

resistor R411, both the

721 and Q722) and the

phase locked to the burst
by constant amounts.

the supply output to be

270v and 132v lamps will
light. Similarly, losses in
the 60v source will cause
both the 60v
lamps to light.

ACC detector diode configuration (diodes D721
and D722). The bias controlling the gain to Q701

Auto Tint (Electrotint)
Circuit
Another feature em-

0.95v for

ployed in this chassis is

indefinitely.
maintained
This is possible because

even with the large voltdrop that results
across transistor Q401,
when the supply output is
short circuited, the current
through Q401 has reduced
to a point where the power
dissipation in Q401 is actually less than during
normal operation. This we
observed with interest,

and 24v

varies

Color Circuitry

The color circuitry in
chassis may be di-

age

this

vided into four basic seg-

compassing

Fault Indicator Board
The fault indicator

24

I

second

The purpose of the auto
saturation control circuitry

board used in this chassis
is quite unique and differ-

have encountered in the

the

chroma bandpass amplifier (transistor Q703) and
the electrocolor circuitry
(transistors Q761, Q762
and Q763).

rect short to ground.

viceability feature that we

transmissions to 0.55v for
maximum gain on strong
chroma transmissions. The
ACC control range is approximately 14dB.
The second closed -loop
gain control system is the

auto saturation loop en-

making an intentional di-

ent from any other ser-

from

maximum gain on B/W

The

transistors

are

mounted

in

sockets to shorten service time,
if removal

is

necessary.
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is to provide additional
control over the range of
color input signals so that
reduced variation in saturation results as stations

the auto -tint circuit which
takes advantage of the

wider range of flesh tones
(oranges) associated with
wider than normal demodulation angles. Because

this does produce somewhat incorrect colors (especially in yellows) the
AUTOTINT switch, SW -

701A and B, provides for
switching between normal
hues and the auto feature.
High -Voltage System
The shunt efficiency deflection system used in this
chassis is in parallel to the
yoke windings and the primary of the flyback
transformer T902-the
1100v pulse developed
continued on page 43

The CAT Game -Part III
by Lambert C. Huneault, CET

The first two Circuit Analysis & Troubleshooting
(CAT) Games-October 1969 and September 1971
issues of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/ DEALERinvolve vacuum tube and solid-state B/W -TV
receivers. This third quiz deals with a color -TV
chassis, Zenith 20X1C38. The format is the same, i.e.,
20 multiple-choice questions which test the reader's
troubleshooting skill by asking him to predict the
symptoms that defective components will produce.
Following the questions, detailed answers are given,
which, it is hoped, will help the reader to better
understand circuit operation and thus relate more
clearly component failures to observed symptoms.

Throughout the quiz, the assumption is made that
the TV set has been properly set up, is tuned to a local
(snow -free) color channel, properly fine-tuned, and
that all controls (including the COLOR KILLER control)

are adjusted properly.
In several of the questions, the following expressions
will be used:
Monochrome picture This will mean that the reproduced

picture will show no color, i.e., the same as if a
B/W -TV broadcast were tuned in or the COLOR
LEVEL control turned down fully counterclockwise.

Color out of sync This means that the luminance infor-

mation is locked in, i.e., the B/W component of
the picture is holding steady on the screen, while
the color is drifting by. On a keyed rainbow generator signal, this leads to the well known "barber
pole" effect, while on an actual televised picture,
the colors of objects are constantly changing
(drifting or flickering).

3.

Open connection (e.g., poor solder joint) between
pin 6 of the R-Y demodulator (V13) and the wire
leading to it.
(a) picture all blue; off -channel, the raster is blue

(b) picture contains only blues and greens (no
reds), flesh tones being only blue or green,

depending on the setting of the HUE control
(c) monochrome picture
(d) all hues are present, but HUE control must be

turned maximum clockwise to produce normal

fleshtones

4. TR I, the video driver transistor, is inoperative or
pulled out of its socket.
(a) no picture, raster and sound okay

(b) no raster (screen blacked out)
(c) blurry colored objects in the picture, but no
B/W components visible, i.e., no luminance
information
(d) no picture, no sound, raster okay
5. Tube V12 (B-Y demodulator) develops an open
heater.

(a) picture contains no blues, but does contain
reds and greens

(b) dim picture has a bluish cast and low contrast

(c) same as (a), but picture is also out of focus
and shows retrace lines

(d) same as (b), but picture is also out of focus
and shows retrace lines
6. Capacitor C89 shorts (located below demodulator
injection transformer T12).

(a) no raster
(b) monochrome picture
(c) color out of sync
(d) monochrome picture, but also out of focus
7. Tube V15 (6JU8A, ACC killer detector and AFC

This means a normal white raster.
Enjoy the game, and score five points for each cor-

Raster okay

rect answer.

Questions
1. Capacitor C147 (located in the grid circuit of reactance control tube V17A) becomes shorted. The
resulting symptom will be:
(a) picture breaks into diagonal bars (no horizontal sync)
(b) monochrome picture
(c) no picture, raster okay
(d) color out of sync

2. Capacitor C35 (located to the right of the three
CRT grid -two controls) becomes shorted.

(a) no raster
(b) picture quite dark (low brightness)
(c) raster (and picture) yellowish
(d) raster (and picture) purple

Lambert Huneault is supervisor of the Electronics Dept., Adult Retraining Div., St. Clair College of Applied Arts and Technology, Windsor,
Ontario.
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phase detector) develops an open heater.
(a) monochrome picture
(b) color out of sync
(c) picture contains no reds
(d) picture contains no blues
8. Capacitor C72 opens (second color amplifier plate
circuit).
(a) weak color (pastel shades only)
(b) no color (monochrome picture)
(c) color out of sync
(d) raster okay, no picture
9. Capacitor C146 opens (grid circuit of the reactance
control tube, V17A).
(a) monochrome picture
(b) color out of sync
(c) B/W picture details holding steady while color
information unsteady (wiggly or bending)
(d) little noticeable effect

4.11

,

E

10. Slug misadjusted by a couple of turns in burst
transformer, L38.
(a) wrong hues in the picture
(b) color out of sync
(c) monochrome picture
(d) little noticeable effect
11. Capacitor C152 shorts (control grid circuit of the
3.58MHz oscillator).
(a) monochrome picture
(b) color out of sync
(c) picture red throughout

(d) slight purple and green cast in the picture,
otherwise no colors

12. Poor solder connection (open circuit) between pin
5 (heater pin) of tube 6KT8 (V6) and ground.
(a) monochrome picture
(b) color out of sync
(c) no picture, raster okay

Schematic diagram of Zenith's 20X1C38 (late production) color -TV set.
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V22
6Dw4A,
61:1W4 Or 6CJ3
DAMPER

0

K

M

(b) monochrome picture
(c) no blues in the picture
(d) no reds in the picture

(d) blurry color only, with no B/W (luminance)
details in picture

13. Shunt peaking coil L13 opens in plate circuit of
Y amplifier, V7.

16. Capacitor C88 opens (above and to the right of

(a) very bright picture
(b) raster very bright but no picture

the AFC phase detector, V15B).
(a) wrong hues in the picture
(b) monochrome picture
(c) little noticeable effect
(d) color out of sync
17. Electrolytic capacitor C32B shorts (screen circuit
of Y amplifier, V7).
(a) monochrome picture

(c) no raster
(d) blurry colored picture with no B/W detail
visible

14. If the delay line, L8 (located to the right of the
cathode follower, V6A) opens or becomes disconnected, the brightness of the raster will:

(b) no raster
(c) blurry color only, with no B/W (luminance)

(a) increase
(b) decrease

detail in picture

(c) remain unchanged
(d) decrease completely (no raster)
15. The 27K resistor opens in the cathode circuit of

(d) color out of sync
18. Thermistor R103 opens in the low -voltage power

the burst amplifier, V16.

supply.

(a) color out of sync

(a) no raster, no sound
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(b) brightly colored horizontal bands superimposed on the picture
(c) very dim, narrow, out -of -focus picture
(d) no raster, sound only
19. Capacitor C77 opens (red -grid circuit of CRT).
(a) raster normal (white), but no reds in the picture (blues and greens only)
(b) red colors lack intensity
(c) red gun cut OFF, causing a cyan raster
(d) little noticeable effect
20. Delay line L8 becomes shorted by improper lead
dress that connects both ends together.
(a) no noticeable effect
(b) no B/W (luminance) detail in the picture
(c) color ghost
(d) monochrome picture
A

iswers
1. (d)-The color is out of sync because with capacitor C147 shorted the dc correction voltage produced by the color phase detector (V15B) is shorted to ground instead of being applied to the reac-

tance control triode. The 3.58MHz oscillator is
therefore free -running, and colors do not lock in.
(b)-With capacitor C35 shorted, the 1200v

2.

boosted -boost voltage drops to 390v (B+). This
drastic reduction in CRT screen -supply voltage reduces the beam currents of all three guns so much
that only the brighter picture highlights remain visible. Incidentally, this short in the boosted -boost
circuit does
of
the HOT, because of the 68K resistor (R80) which
isolates the boosted -boost terminal from the HOT.

I. (b)-With its grid lead open, the R-Y demodulator receives no chroma signal and produces no
red video for the CRT. The B-Y demodulator,
however, continues to produce video signals in its
two plate circuits, feeding the blue and green grids
of the CRT.

4. (c)-The cathode follower (V6A), video -driver
transistor (TR1) and Y amplifier (V7) make up
the luminance channel, which amplifies and applies
to the CRT cathodes the high -resolution B/W (Y)

picture information. With TR1 inoperative, this
monochrome information is missing. The chroma
information is taken off before these luminance circuits, however, and is applied through capacitor
C28 to the chroma channel, which includes the first
and second color amplifiers, V6B and V11B. After demodulation, this color information reaches the
CRT grids. This is why colored pictures are still
visible on the screen even though TR1 is out of the
circuit. The chroma channel is a low -resolution cir-

cuit, however, its response limiting the chroma
sidebands to a "fidelity" of only 0.5MHz (compared to approximately 4MHz in the luminance
channel). This is why color information, by itself,
looks quite blurry on the screen, lacking all the fine
detail of the Y signal.

5. (d)-With tube V12 inoperative, its pin -9 plate
voltage will almost double, rising toward the B+

28
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supply voltage of 390v. Being de coupled, this excessive positive voltage will cause excessive beam
current in the blue gun, giving an overall blue hue
to the picture. At the same time, the excessive beam
current will exceed the regulation capability of the
6HS5 regulator and load down the high -voltage
supply excessively, causing a dim and out -of -focus
picture. Retrace lines would also be visible-as the
CRT would continue conducting even during retrace blanking pulses, which are fed to its cathode

via the transistor TR1 and tube V7 luminance
channel.

6. (a)-No raster because the high voltage for the
CRT anode is loaded down so much by the excessive beam current that it drops down to about 12kv.

The short in capacitor C89 grounds the +75v dc
voltage normally available at the demodulator
tubes' beam switching plates (pins 1 and 2). This
reduces the tubes' plate current sufficiently to raise
the plate voltage to between 250v and 300v. This
increase is dc coupled to the CRT grids, causing a

large increase in beam current, which makes the
raster bloom right out of sight!

7. (a)-No color will be visible because the second
color amplifier (V11B) will be cutoff by a high
negative control -grid voltage (e.g., -25v) from
the killer circuit.
There is no color killer tube in this receiver. Color killing normally works as follows: When the color burst is missing (e.g., during a B/W show) the
killer detector, VISA, produces essentially no out-

put ACC voltage at the junction of its 2.2M load
resistors-R99A and R99B (Test Point Q). With
approximately Ov bias, the first color amplifier conducts heavily and its plate and screen voltage drops
to 90v. This low voltage is applied to the COLOR
KILLER control, R36, through a 150K resistor.
On the other hand, the negative dc voltage is ap-

plied from a -75v source (the grid of the horizontal discharge tube, V18C) through a 330K resistor
to the wiper of the killer control. With a normal
adjustment of R36, the negative voltage has "the
upper hand" and biases the second color amplifier
to cutoff.
During a color show, the burst signal is normally
rectified by the killer detector and a negative ACC

bias developed at point Q (e.g., -6v). This drastically reduces conduction of the first color amplifier and its plate and screen voltage rises to about

225v. This much higher voltage, applied to the
KILLER control, bucks the negative dc from the
-75v source, and the wiper of the control now
tends to become positive. This positive dc voltage
is shorted to ground by the clamp diode, X7, and,

as a result, it does not actually reach the control
grid of the second color amplifier, but allows the
latter to operate normally, with only its own cathode bias.

Now, in the present case, i.e., with tube VISA
dead, the effect is the same as if the burst were
absent: no ACC bias is produced, and the second

color amplifier is killed. Note, however, that if the
COLOR KILLER control were adjusted slightly clockwise from its normal setting, more positive voltage
would be available to oppose the negative dc at the
wiper, and tube V11B could easily be turned back

allowing color to reach the CRT. But, since
tube V15B, the color phase detector, is also dead,
ON,

the color oscillator is free -running and color in the

picture will be out of sync-answer (b).
8. (b)-C72 is the coupling capacitor between the
plate of the second color amplifier and the input to
the demodulators. When open, no chroma signals
reach the demodulators.

9. (d)-Capacitor C146, along with its series 220K
resistor, forms an anti -hunt network. While the col-

or oscillator might be expected to hunt when the
capacitor is open, the writer has, in practice, observed no such instability in the color picture.
10. (a)-Misadjusting burst transformer L38 by a couple of turns causes an appreciable shift in the phase
of the color burst signal reaching the AFC phase detector. This, in turn, results in a similar shift in the
phase of the 3.58MHz oscillator signal, forcing the
detector tubes, V12 and V13, to demodulate along
the wrong axes. Flesh tones will become different
shades of purple or green, depending on whether
the slug was misadjusted clockwise or counterclockwise.

11. (d)-If you chose answer (a), i.e., no color, don't
feel bad . . . you probably have a lot of company!
In many color -TV receivers, a B/W picture is pre-

cisely what you would get if the color oscillator
failed. And the oscillator certainly has failed here,
with its control grid shorted to ground! However,
a strange phenomenon occurs in many models, including this Zenith receiver: the demodulators do
produce some output signal, even in the absence of
a reinserted 3.58MHz subcarrier.
This is strange because one would expect that
the incoming chroma signals (sidebands), not finding a subcarrier to heterodyne with, could not produce any color video signals (low -frequency) in
the output circuits of the demodulators. The chro-

ma signals themselves certainly could not pass
through the demodulators, because of the 3.58MHz

traps (T10 and T11) in their plate circuits. And
yet, some intelligence is provided in the outputs of
tubes V12 and V13. This can be seen plainly on a
scope.

This color video information, although not similar to the color signals that should normally be produced there, does reach the CRT grids and invariably produces a green and purple cast on the other-

wise B/W picture. This is not a colored raster,
i.e., if the set is switched off -channel, the raster is
plain white, not tinted-the actual pictures take on
a color tinge unrelated to the genuine colors that
should normally appear. For example, a person's
face may be purple, with the eyebrows green; or a
close-up object purple against a green background.

Although of low saturation, the intensity of this

purple and green cast is controllable with the COLOR
LEVEL control. Of course, the HUE control has no

effect on the color cast, the color oscillator being
inoperative.

Why then do the color demodulators produce
color video signals in the absence of a reference
(C.W.) subcarrier signal? The writer feels that the
phenomenon can perhaps be attributed to some sort
of intermodulation distortion generated within the
demodulators, different chroma sidebands at their
inputs beating against each other, the heterodyne
effect giving birth to some lower -frequency plate
voltage variations which are then direct coupled
to the CRT grids. Because these intermodulation
products do not possess a direct, simple relationship to the actual chroma signals, the resulting intelligence is "all -wrong," i.e., objects in the picture
take on a pastel green and/or purple hue, regardless of the actual colors of the real objects.
For readers familiar with single-sideband, suppressed -carrier communications, this could be compared to reception of SSB signals with the BFO
switched OFF. In the absence of a regenerated carrier, some signals still manage to appear in the detector's output, but the resulting audio is unintelligible, as anyone who has ever heard it will readily
agree.
Incidentally, while some types of chassis will not

produce this purple/green cast, this rather odd phenomenon is not peculiar to this chassis only. The
writer has seen a similar effect on other color -TV

sets as well-such as RCA chassis featuring lowlevel X and Z triode demodulators.

12. (c)-Because tube V6 contains both a luminance
amplifier (triode V6A) and a chrominance amplifier (pentode V6B), no picture information is allowed to reach the CRT.

13. (c)-No raster, unless the

COLOR LEVEL control

is turned to maximum-then, there will be a dark,
blurry color picture with no luminance information
visible. The reason for the blacked -out raster is a
substantial increase in CRT cathode bias when the
Y amplifier is removed from the R14 -R15 -R16 R17 voltage divider network in the CRT cathode
circuit.

14. (a)-Normally the cathode current of the tube,
V6A, flows through the 1.5K cathode resistor and

peaking coil, L9, setting up a 2.3v base voltage
which forward biases the video driver transistor.
With delay line L8 open, tube V6A can no longer
conduct. Transistor TR1's base voltage then drops
to Ov, and the transistor turns OFF. The resulting
increase in collector voltage is dc coupled to the
grid of tube V7, causing the latter's plate voltage to
drop, reducing the CRT cathode bias, forcing the
brightness to increase. Vertical retrace lines will
also be visible.

15. (b)-With an open cathode resistor, tube V16 is
inoperative. With no color burst signal fed to the
killer detector, the ACC bias is Ov. And as described in answer No. 7, the second color amplifier
continued on page 50
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Basic

Digital Circuitry
by Phillip Dahlen

Part IV-Regulating the
decade counters

For

the past few
months we have been con-

and the resulting outputs

cerned with the function

(IC24-3 & 5) are applied

of digital circuitry used in

of

ILi

Inverters C and D

to capacitors C11

and

Heath's IB-101 Frequency Counter, it being our

C12; while in the kHz

belief that circuitry of this
general type will be found

plied to the input of In-

in more and more of the

nal is applied to capacitors
C11 and C12. Although in
both instances we are IC22
dealing with the same
basic circuitry, there is

consumer electronic products that you will be called
upon to service in the future. The previous articles

in this series have been
concerned with shaping

the applied signal (of unknown frequency) so that

it can be handled by the
first decade counter (page

56 of November issue),
how flip-flop circuits can
be combined for counting
to ten (page 45 of December issue), and how
"clock" signals can be obtained for timing the dec-

ade circuits (page 48 of
January issue).
We are now concerned
with how these clock signals can be processed to
produce a series of signals

that regulate the decade

mode a 1 kHz signal is ap-

enough difference in signals present to warrant
their coverage in separate
articles. Thus, this article
is solely concerned with
the function of the circuit
in the kHz mode.
In the composite photo

of scope traces in Fig. 3
we note the shape of the
lkHz signal that is applied
to the input of Inverter B

(IC24-13). This inverter
merely amplifies the more IC24
negative portion of the applied signal, the signal resulting at its output
( IC24-2) thus differing
from the applied signal in Fig. 2-Close-up of the components used in the control circuitry.

both polarity and wave-

form.
The flip-flop circuit
contained in the portion of

tial decade counter to de-

IC22 shown in Fig. 1 of
this month's article functions in the same manner

val, transfer the resulting
count to a buffer -storage
stage, and then reset the
chain of decade counters

to zero prior to the next
counting interval.

From the schematic in
Fig. 1 we note that this
circuit can function in

either an Hz or kHz mode.
In the Hz mode a 1Hz signal is applied to the input

of Inverter B (IC24-13)
30
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Fig. 1-Schematic of the control circuitry. Courtesy of Heafh CO.

verter B and a 10Hz sig-

counter and associated circuitry. This circuitry (Fig.
1 and 2) must gate the initermine the counting inter-

AG

fom

as

the

flip-flop

IC 22.10

circuit

used in the other half of
IC22-shown in Fig. 1 on

Expanded

page 46 of the December
article. Thus we note that

the two outputs of this
flip-flop (IC24-8&9) are
of opposite polarity and
change state with every
negative excursion of the
output

of

(IC24-2).

Inverter B
During the
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IC22-10
Expanded

Fig. 4-Differentiated pulses from the 10Hz signal are used for reset
ting the flip-flop circuit.

0.001 sec. that IC22-8 is

results shown. The basic

negative, it allows the first
circuit in the decade
counter to function. (This
is the Gate-B signal

problems should be clear-

shown in the December
article.) During the 0.001
sec. that IC22-8 is positive, it keeps the decade
circuitry from counting.

The second output of
this flip-flop circuit (IC22-

is fed to the input of
Inverter D (IC24-10),
while the output of In9)

ly seen further along in
the article.
The upper pair of scope
traces in Fig. 4 are typical
of the waveforms observed
on nearly any professional
scope that one might have
available. From these

waveforms it appears as
though the 10Hz signal
fed to capacitor C11 is
filtered to ground before

verter B is fed to the input

reaching IC22-10. The applied signal can be clearly

of Inverter C (IC23-12).

seen, but even when the

Their resulting outputs are
combined and observed as
they occur at Terminal B.
From the corresponding
scope traces in Fig. 3, we
note that this signal (at
Terminal B) is positive

second channel of the
scope is at maximum gain,
only a slight ac ripple can

only when both IC24-2
and IC22-9 signals are
negative, and that it (sig-

nal at Terminal B) be-

IMO

11

IC24.2

IC 22-8

IC22-9

trace. Can we thus assume

that there is no differentiated signal present? No!
This circuit is performing
a function!
Capacitor -resistor (RC) time constants can be

determined by using the

The combined signal
present at Terminal B is

fined as the length of time
required for a capacitor to

differentiated prior to being applied to the base of

gain or lose 63 percent

transistor 02. This tran-

Substituting values into
this equation we have:

sistor, in turn, amplifies

=In

be observed on the lower

negative when
either the IC24-2 or IC229 signal becomes positive.
comes

IC 24-13

equation T = R x C.

This time constant is de-

Q2 -B

of its charge in a circuit.

only the negative portion
of the applied signal. The
resulting positive pulse (at
Q2 -C) is used to reset the

300051 x 680pf = 3 x
10:111 x 680 x 10-12f

decade counters to zero
prior to beginning a new
count. (This is the Reset-

sec. = 2.04 x 10-6 sec.

r- r -

Q2 -C

= 3 x 103SZ x 6.8 x
10-10f = 20.4 x 10-7
=

2.04ps or roughly
21us. Thus we know that if

Fig. 3-Composite photo of 1kHz signals
processed in the control circuitry.

M signal shown in the December article.) Note that
the reset pulse occurs just
shortly before the gate signal changes state to allow

the next count.
The circuitry, as described thus far, functions
in a relatively simple man-

ner and can be studied
with

any

professional -

quality scope available. If

this constituted the only
circuit function, the article
would end right here.

However, things are not
nearly that simple. In fact,
the remaining illustrations
required
approximately
160 Polaroid prints before
we were able to obtain the

Fig. 5Differentiated
pulses from
the 10Hz signal
are used for
producing the
transfer signal.
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the capacitor is charged

With

discharged by a
"sharp" enough square -

pulses appearing 0.1 in.

wave -type signal-even if

cle

the basic frequency is only

would have had to appear
50,000 in. or .78914 miles
(roughly 3/4 mile) long to
be shown in its entirety.

and

10Hz-it is capable of differentiating a 2ps signal.
And as we will note, this
signal has "sharp enough
edges" for the capacitor
to do just that. This is in
effect producing a half
cycle of a 250kHz signal

with each edge

of the
10Hz signal.
In order to observe
these differentiated signals, we found it necessary

to use the delayed sweep
of the Telequipment D67
scope described on page
47 of our July 1972 issue.
Even with this scope, we
found the time factors of
the two signals so greatly
different (observing a 2ps
signal generated by a 0.1

sec. signal) that we had
considerable difficulty synchronizing the delayed

sweep. This problem was
finally solved by applying
the transfer signal-which
has a slightly longer time

constant-to the external
sync input of the delayed
sweep circuitry. We then
set the delayed sweep rate
at 20µs/cm and switched
the horizontal trace to X 5.

The resulting sweep rate
was 4µs/cm and the differentiated pulses observed on the lower scope
trace appeared 1/2 cm long
-corresponding to the
2ps signal calculated.
Thus in Fig. 4 the upper
pair of scope traces show

the 10Hz signal and the
resulting

differentiated

signal applied to IC22-10
when observed at a normal

horizontal sweep rate of
the scope. The lower pair

of traces show the same
pair of signals, the gain of

the scope remaining the
same, but the sweep rate
being changed to show the
three segments of the

10Hz signal and the resulting differentiated signals applied to IC22-10.
32
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the

differentiated

long in Fig. 4, a single cy-

009.41.0001

of the 10Hz signal

The same techniques
were used for obtaining
the scope traces shown in
Fig. 5. There the upper set
of three traces show what
is present on most professional -type scopes when
observing the 10Hz signal
present at Terminal C, the
lower traces failing to indi-

cate the resulting differentiated signal applied to

Fig. 6-Comparing the 1kHz signal applied to Inverter B (upper trace)
with the 10Hz applied to capacitors C11 and C12 (lower trace).

Inverter A ( IC24-14 ), or

the signal present at its
output (1C24-1).
The lower set of three
scope traces were expand-

ed as before. There we
note that the resulting differentiated signal appears
longer than that shown in
the previous illustration.
This is because of the long-

41Pn.....

er time constant resulting

from the use of a .01µf
capacitor (3 x 1038 x 1
x 10-sf = 3 x 10-7 sec.
= 30ps). Inverter A, in
turn, amplifies only the pos-

itive portion of the signal
applied to it. The resulting
negative pulse (at IC24-1 )
is used to transfer the
count of the decade counters in the buffer -storage
circuits.

Fig. 7-By increasing the sweep rate by x 5, more detail of the 1kHz
and 10Hz signals can be observed.

1C24-13
(100011z)

With the circuit in its
present mode of operation,
we have (as previously indicated) a 1kHz signal
applied to Inverter B
(1C24-13)-the upper
trace in Fig. 6-and a
10Hz signal at Terminal C
applied to capacitors C11

and C12-the lower trace
in Fig. 6. (Fig. 7 shows

1C22.8

(500Hz)

IC4-2

(100Hz) '1

C

10Hz

the same pair of scope
traces with the scope
sweep rate switched to
x 5.) The formation of
these "clock" signals were

IC22-10
& IC 24.14
(10Hz)

described in detail in the
previous article-page 48
of the January issue. The

1C24-1

timing relationship of these
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(10Hz)

Fig. 8-Even though the signal frequencies range from 1kHz to
there is still a definite timing relationship.

10Hz,

signals, plus related signals described previously
in this month's article, are
shown in Fig. 8.
The top trace drawn in
Fig. 8 represents the signal applied to Inverter B
trace
drawn below it represents
the resulting gate signal
developed at the output of
( IC24-13 ) .

The

the flip-flop circuit (IC228 ). The third trace drawn
represents a small segment

of the output signal

of

decade counter IC4 (IC4-

2 shown in last month's
article ).

This

decade

counter is switched to a
positive state with every
tenth change of the previous decade counter (IC3)

to

a positive state-the

output of the previous

decade counter being the
1 kHz signal applied to
IC24-13. The fourth trace
drawn represents an even

counter.

smaller segment of the
output signal of decade

transfer signal occurs each

counter 105, which is
switched to a positive state
with every tenth change of
the previous decade counter (IC4) to a positive
state. Therefore, with
every hundredth change of
the signal at IC24-13 to a
positive state, the signal

occurred a hundred times.

applied to Terminal C is
switched to a positive state.
This positive excursion re-

sults in a positive differ-

Q2 -C

(Reset)

11"

ential signal

(the fifth

trace drawn) applied to
IC22-10 and IC24-14; a
negative

IC24-1
(Transfer)

transfer

pulse

(the sixth trace drawn)

Fig. 9-There are a hundred reset pulses for every transfer pulse.

appearing at IC24-1.
From Fig. 8 we thus see
that the negative transfer
pulse is produced with

every hundredth positive
excursion of the signal at
1C24-13. With every second positive excursion of
the signal at IC24-13, the
gate signal at 1C22-8 becomes positive to inhibit

Q2 -C

(Reset)

the function of the fre-

411i11111111111011
IC24-1

(Transfer)
Fig. 10-By increasing the scope sweep rate we can more clearly see
the timing relationship between the reset and transfer pulses.

quency counting circuitry.
It is while the frequency
counting circuitry is inhib-

ited that this total count
is transferred to the buffer storage circuitry.

Should the gate signal
not be synchronized with
the transfer signal-it instead switching positive on

the preceding and following positive excursions of
the signal at 1C24-13-the

transfer signal (1C24-1)
would cause the buffer storage circuitry to accept

an incomplete count. To
prevent such a possibility
from occurring, a reset
signal (1C22-10) is applied to the flip-flop circuit

in 1C22. Thus with every
hundredth excursion of
1C24-13, both 1C22-8 and
Terminal C are coincidenFig. 11-Timing relationships exist between the applied 1kHz signal
and the resulting gate, transfer and reset signals.

interval that the gate signal inhibits the frequency

From the scope traces
clarified for reproduction
in Fig. 9 we note that the

time the reset signal has
Thus only one count in a
hundred is actually transferred to the buffer -storage
circuitry. This permits later

stages to operate at .1 sec.
intervals while the preceding stages operate at .001

sec. intervals-the

buffer -

storage circuitry holding

sample counts for longer
observation.
The expanded

scope

traces in Fig. 10 (as clarified for reproduction)

show in more detail the
timing relationship between the lkHz reset
pulses and the 10Hz trans-

fer pulse. Still more detail
is shown in the composite
illustration in Fig. 11.
To produce the illustration in Fig. 11 required
using the delayed sweep of
the scope-externally synchronizing the conventional sweep of the scope with

the signal at Terminal C
and externally synchronizing the delayed sweep with
the signal at 1C24-1. Thus
for this illustration we
photographed at the same

sweep rates each scope
trace used. This included
one cycle of the signal at
IC24-13 reproduced twice.
Below it, using the waveforms in Fig. 3 as a guide,
we drew in the waveform

corresponding to the gate
signal

at IC22-8 (being

unable to photograph the
entire waveform at the

sweep rate used). The reset signal (at Q2 -C) and

transfer signal (at IC241 ) are shown together as
photographed

on

the

scope-the base line having been extended to their
left and right with the use
of art work.

tally positive-the transfer

From Fig. 11 we note
that just after the count

signal occurring during the

continued on page 50
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain
OF

ANY3

THESE
UNIQUE
BOOKS

11

.

yours for only
...with Trial

(Combined List Price $43.80) Club Membership
May we send you your choice of

promptly, for we've reserved only a

any three books on the facing

Trial Membership in Electronics Book

Here are quality hardbound vol-

umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.
These handsome, hardbound books

are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members .

.

tant books to read and keep .

. .

.

if you act now !

To start your Membership on these

attractive terms, simply fill out and

mail the postage -paid airmail card today. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.

Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK

Revised Second Edition
completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.
A

Regular List Price $7.95

vol-

umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electronics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, engineering -you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your understanding of electronics, too.
How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of

the help and generous savings the

Club offers you. For here is a Club devoted exclusively to seeking out only

those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.

1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of

the books shown (combined values up
to $43.80) for only 990 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club

guarantees to save you 15% to 75%

on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue

after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,

plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are annually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.

.

Yes, if you fill in and mail the membership application card today, you'll also get this Bonus

. impor.

limited number of books for new Members.

SPECIAL FREE BONUS

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Club ?

5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

9

0

tional Club Selection you purchase
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodically sent to Members.

6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of important new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.
This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-

perience, that these very real advantages can be yours . . . that it is pos-

sible to keep up with the literature

published in your areas of interest ..
and to save substantially while so do.

ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described

in the FREE monthly Club News.

Thus, you are among the first to know

about, and to own if you desire, significant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-

ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this

many anyway . . . without the substantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting opportunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electronics Book Club. We urge you, if this

SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections
Kwik-Fix TV Service Manual
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Color TV Repair
List Price $7.95! Club Price $2.95
How to Repair Musical Instrument
Amplifiers
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Refrigeration
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Beginner's Guide to Computer Program'g
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
How to Solve Solid -State Ckt. Troubles
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Elements of Tape Recorder Repairs
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Handbook of Electronic Tables: 2nd Ed.
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Fire & Theft Security Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Servicing Electronic Organs
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Basic Electronic Circuits Simplified
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Electronics Data Handbook: New 2nd Ed.
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Interpret TV Waveforms
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Inst. & Svcing. Electronic Protective Sys.
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Electronic Testers for Auto Tune -Up
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
199 Color TV Troubles & Solutions
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Commercial FCC License Handbook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
RCA Color TY Service Manual -Vol. 2
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Citizens Band Radio Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronic Musical Instruments
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Computer Technician's Handbook
List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95

How to Build Solid -State Audio Circuits

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

unique offer is appealing, to act

SENDNO MONEY!

Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

104 Simple One -Tube Projects
A collection of useful, easy -to -build construction projects for
experitechnicians,
menters, hams, and
hobbyists. Now you
can put those idle
tubes and components to work with
this vast, one -of -its
kind assortment of
unique electronic circuits. Included in
this convenient selecinstruments,
ham gadtion are test
gets, receivers, power supplies, DX
aids, wireless mikes, tube rejuvenators, electronic games, eavesdroppers,
stereo and hi -fl devices, and literally

dozens more. None use more than
one tube! Few will cost more than
$5. Astute technicians and hobbyists will find many gadgets adaptable

Hard-

192 pps.

to specific needs.
bound.
List Price $6.95

Order No. 486

Understanding Solid -State
Circuits
This brand-new book
truly eliminates the
mystery of solid-state
circuits and devices.
Written to serve the
interests of anyone at
the sub -engineering
level (service technicians, hobbyists, students, etc.) , the content thoroughly explains

electrochemical physics and high-level
mathematics. Encompasses amplification, feedback, sinusoidal and non sinusoidal oscillators, gain control.
logic circuits, and integrated circuits.
Semiconductors covered include SCRs,
FETs, ICs, light-sensitive and voltage -sensitive devices. The perfect text

and reference on solid-state devices
and basic circuit operation. 192 pps.,
over 1 5 () illus.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 513

Motorola Color TV
Service Manual - Vol. 2
This new second volume coven the new
A Quasars CTV 7 (TSand CTV8
931)
( TS -938) , the Quasar II Models CTV5

Practical Color TV Servicing
Techniques
This brand-new up-

dated and expanded

edition contains troubleshooting
guidelines and case
histories on the latsolid-state reest
ceivers, including a
4 -color section with
32 trouble -symptom
second

OLORTV

photos and a foldout
section with 6 complete TV receiver
schematics. Now included are service tips and techniques on RCA. Motorola and Zenith
plus a host

chassis,

of

solid-state
case histories and current data on
G.E. chassis. In fact, each of the

12 chapters is filled with information applicable to virtually any brand

of color TV receiver, enabling you to
solve tough -dog troubles quickly. 404
pps., 250 illus. Ilardbound.
List Price $8.95

Order No. 436

Electronic Circuit Design

semiconduc-

tor circuit operation
without delving into

>

( TS -929) and CTV6
ITS -934) , plus additional alignment and
troubleshooting information on the original Quasars (TS Typical
915 -919).
of all colonies in the
popular schematic -servicing manual
series, this second volume on Motorola includes full-size schematics,
waveforms, chassis and plug-in panel
layout drawings and photos, and parts
lists. Numerous troubleshooting case
histories on Quasar and Quasar II
chassis will enable you to

quickly

identify defective panels, and to repair panel defects. 196 Pl)s., 8 1/2 "
x 11", 36 -page foldout section with
9 full-size schematic diagrams.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 584

New Fourth Edition
-A brand-new, enlarged edition of the

TV Trouble Diagnosis Made Easy
A brand-new picture symptom and service
guide for solving every TV trouble, both

book." now containing over 600 proven
circuits, for all types

hear with those pictured and described

Handbook

color and black -and white. You simply
compare the symptoms you see and

ever popular circuit
"cookdesigner's

of functions, selected
thousands on
the basis of originality and practical application. Now you
can have, at your
fingertips, this carefully planned reference source of tried and tested circuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation

and you'll be able to
pinpoint any trouble

from

practical design data is the answer to the need for an organized
both
of

gathering of proved circuits

to a specific circuit
and component in

short order. In the first chapter, each
trouble symptom is pictured and described to help you identify the probthere you are reable cause. t
ferred

to one of the remaining 19

chapters dealing with specific troubles
in each section of the receiver, explaining how to further analyze existing symptoms and pinpoint troubles.
Individual component tests are suggested, too, everything from fiybacks
to transistors. 256 pps.. 225 illus.
Hardbound.

DICTIONARY OF
ELECTRONICS

DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS

You'll find this huge volume extremely useful in whatever connection you have with electronics. This dictionary of electronics defines most all of the electronic
terms you will run across in your everyday reading ...
from alpha particles through zoom lens ... defines the
terms you need and use most often, including those
found in radio, TV, communications, radar, electronic
instrumentation, broadcasting, industrial electronics,
etc. It provides full, complete and easily -understand-

able explanations of thousands of specific electronics
terms (such as transistors, acoustic feedback, alpha
particles, beat oscillator, final anode, electrostatic
lens, nonlinear resistance, pool cathode, etc.). A unique
feature of this selection is the cross-indexing, whereby
key words contained in the definitions (words that are
defined more fully elsewhere in the book) are printed in small capitals so you
are not left in the dark by any definition. An example of this is the definition
for "Susceptance," which includes the words "Conductance," "Admittance,"
"Resistance," and "Reactance," indicating other applications. Appendix material
includes a list of units and abbreviations, graphic symbols used in schematics,
component color codes, db conversion tables, data on the electromagnetic spectrum, tube base diagrams, etc. 420 pps., 487 illustrations. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95
Order No. 300

Handbook of Semiconductor
Circuits
Contains 124 examples
of
standard
transistor
circuits,
complete with opera-

tional data for am-

plifiers,
oscillators.
logic and switching
circuits, power supplies, and various
circuits.
nonlinear

practicality.

circuits included were
selected on the basis
of application and
philosophy
A design

section is included with each group

of circuits, thereby providing a basis
for understanding circuits other than
those selected as examples. This is
a collection of practical circuits
which have wide application. Each
circuit description includes data concerning any unique design or operational data. Hundreds of illustrations

and diagrams. 448 pps., 6" x 9".
Hardbound.

List Price $8.95 Order No. G-30

How to Use Color TV

Test Instruments
Here's an opportuniHow to Ike
ty to close whatever
Color TV

gaPs there are in
ability to use
mumTESTyour
up-to-date
modern,

equipment

designed

to save
you time and money.
You'll quickly grasp
the author's common-sense approach
to using the right instruments,
thereby
getting the most out
of your investment in test gear.
You'll improve your ability to use an
specifically

color bar generator,
generators, vectorscope,
TV Analyst and sine, square -wave
generators. The author also has included a description of his "curve
oscilloscope,

alignment

List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

List Price $7.95 Order No. 544

Basic Electronics Problems

Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 2
Here's more of the

Modern Radio Repair
Techniques

.

basic and advanced designs that can
easily serve as stepping stones to
almost any kind of circuit you might
want to build. 416 pps., 19 big sections, over 600 illus. 8 1/2 " x 11".

Solved

Here are easy stepby-step solutions to

many basic electronics
problems in a convenient one -stop source
dealing with both
solid-state and tube type circuits. The

content not only Presents a detailed explanation of each

point, but also provides

many

actual

examples on how to
work out problems. Then, to firmly
fix the information in your mind.
there are numerous example problems for you to solve: answers to
these are included in one Appendix.
and worked out solutions in another.
Covers DC circuits. AC circuits.
powers of ten, semiconductors, power
supplies, and receiver circuits. A final chapter shows how to use a slide
rule to speed calculations. 192 pps..
over 100 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 530

Jack Darr wisdom
( and wit!) in book
form-a valuable collection of timely service hints and trouble solutions covering
monocolor
and
chrome TV, radio,
stereo. phonos, recorders, CB gear, etc.
Discusses tile "engineering" servicing
approach, efficiency,

and how a technician may condition
his thinking to produce more in a
given time period. Like the first volume, the content was selected on the
basis of usefulness to the average
technician, covering a wide range of
electronics devices. Each of the 10
chapters covers a general category of
interest, and in each the subject matter is arranged in logical order to
enable you to find what you need
quickly. Provides a wealth of information. 176 pps., numerous illus.
Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 566

1

etc. Thoroughly describes modern system
design and how to

use performance tests

in troubleshootingSMPTE and CCIF

The broad range of

tracer." With this simple scope attachment. you can rapidly assess the
condition of diodes, transistorseven ICs-in or out of the circuit.
256 pps., over 230 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 577

.

Servicing Modern
Hi-Fi Stereo Systems
A practical, up -to S1111,1 \
date guide on repairing In -fl systems-tuners. amplifiers, phonos, tape recorders.

methods for analyzing
performance, square wave testing, distorand harmonic measurement,
equalization and feedback. The final
chapter. tied in with a schematic
foldout section, offers typical service
tion

data: complete schematics, PC board
illustrations, component location diagrams,

troubleshooting charts,

and

adjustment and alignment instructions. 256 pps., including 32 -page
foldout schematic section. Over 125
illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 534

Japanese Monochrome TV
Service Manual
This brand-new, all in -one schematic -serJAPANESE vicing manual contains all the data you
need to repair virtually every Hitachi.
Panasonic, and Sharp
black -and -white model sold in the U.S.

and Canada during
the past three years
(1969-71) . In this
one compact volume,
you have all the ba-

sic information needed to service 75
specific models. Included are fullsize schematic diagrams, PC board
layout drawings and photos, adjustment and

alignment

instructions,

and parts lists. The foldout section
has 24 full-size schematic diagrams.
The text provides service information
on 47 additional chassis similar to
those shown in the foldout section.
212 pps., 8 1/2 " x 11".
List Price $7.95 Order No. 602

199 Electronic Test & Alignment
service

Techniques
Here's a brand-new
-

modern radio receiv-

of 199 tests that will

p

o- d ate

guide

data on all types of

quick -reference

including AM.
FM.
stereo,
auto
and multiband . . .
plus complete 36 page foldout sche-

help you troubleshoot
virtually any electronic device found

lar brand -name sets.
Reveals many simple
shortcuts to making
radio repair a profitable side or main
line of business. Material is present-

antenna systems. in-

ers,

matics for 12 popu-

ed so that seasoned technicians can
gain from the numerous troubleshooting tips, and beginners, with a
few hours study, can begin to turn
out profitable work in a short time.

Includes shortcut methods of trouble-

shooting, plus general test techniques. Covers receiver circuits and
fundamentals of circuit operation.

260 pps., 170 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 580

AN EXTRAORDINARY
... for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card

:01

in the average home

-AM and FM ra-

TV receivers,
tercoms,
electronic
organs, garage door
openers, auto ignition systems, and
dios.

many others. You'll also learn how
to check out home intercom systems
and electronically -controlled garage

door openers. With this book, it'll
be a breeze for you to tackle almost
any electronic repair job. You'll learn
how to analyze the results of each
step you take and how to come to

the right conclusion. A concise, easy to -use source of troubleshooting infor-

mation. 224 pps., 130 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 593

EVERYTHING YOU ASKED FOR
IN A VOM FOR ONLY $53.50

WV
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lb. iLuzlt,
1
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S f RVIC

for DC voltage and current
measurements. Also reverses
battery polarity in ohms function
- aids in solid-state servicing.

'Tr,
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x'1"I'l'iit
ot
09

' 'c' A5i

....-':.0

.

needs.

Input polarity reversal switch

S

1

The new RCA WV -529A "Service
Special" VOM features:
Taut -band meter movement
with mirror scale for accuracy.
Diode protected against burnout.
High -impact plastic case with
recessed panel for rugged handling.
Measures up to 5,000 volts DC
without add-on accessories to
meet a broader range of servicing

/i;
,

Fuse - mounted on front panel

20

N

->
Ps

t iir)

<3<

9,-,

20k 0,-4

DC

tOK P., AC

ono ,,,,,,,

SPETIfil

,,,1

for easy access - protects ohms
circuits.
3 -color coded panel and meter
face for faster function identifica-

tion.
Convenient 3-to-i-step ranges
(VTVM-type).
One-year warranty on parts and
labor .

.

.

local replacement parts

availability.
Try the new RCA WV -529A today and see for yourself why we
believe it offers the best price/
performance combination on the
market. For more information,

contact your RCA Distributor.
Or write RCA Test Equipment

00

Headquarters, Harrison, N.J.
07029.

OFF
POI MUT Y
FOS

j 500

15

50

Electronic
Components

C
.

NES

RCA

15
5

"Optional Distributor Resale Price,
complete with test leads, batteries,
and spare fuse.

International Sales Offices:
CANADA -21001 No. Service Rd.,
Ste. Anne de Bellevue, 810 Quebec/
ARGENTINA-Casilla de Correo
4400, Buenos Aires/BRAZIL-Caixa
Postal 8460, Sao Paulo/ENGLANDSunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex/
HONG KONG-P.O. Box 112/MEXICO-Apartado 17-570, Mexico 17,
D.F./SWITZERLAND-2-4 rue du
Lievre, 1227 Geneva.
... for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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Deputy Chief James P. Blackburn takes along a Panasonic portable video camera and VTR on a
fire call.

Videotape
Improves
Fire -Fighting
Techniques
Central Fire House in

Wilmington, Del., uses
television for evaluating
and training its men
The alarm bell rings three times
at the Central Fire House in Wilmington, Del., and the serenity of
the morning coffee break is shattered as the fire fighters rush to do
their thing-hands

automatically

reach for the uncomfortable garbboots, gloves, helmets and heavy
canvas coats. The big red apparatus
roars out, sirens shrieking, and leading the way is the district chief . . .

Wilmington Fire Dept. personnel tape instruct= in fire -fighting equipment with a Panasonic portable camera and VTR.

lights flashing on his fire -red station

wagon. The chief's car conveys the
department's newest and most unusual piece of fire "equipment"- a
portable Panasonic video tape
recorder and camera.

the tapes for its men at critique sessions held in the fire houses. These
sessions are providing invaluable

training for the department's personnel, and also provide the chiefs
and captains with an evaluation of

Wilmington, Del.'s progressive
fire department is believed to be the
first in the country to use videotape

their fire equipment's performance.
The tapes let the brass see how their

as a means of capturing the action
at actual fires 'and then replaying

situations.

equipment works in bonafide fire
Initially, most of the VTR action
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was done with portable Panasonic
cameras and video tape recorders,
tapes were edited on a video console at the Center City Fire Station,

and then sent to the various fire
houses, which are equipped with
playback VTRs and monitors.

In order to improve the training
programs and performances of its
firefighting

force, Deputy Chief
James P. Blackburn of the Planning
and Research Unit contacted Rick
Whildin of Megonigal Electronics, a
local Panasonic dealer, to draw up
the specifications and the plans to
equip a highly sophisticated CCTV/

VTR studio directly in the Center
City Fire Station.

Deputy Chief Blackburn submitted the plans to Commissioner
William J.

O'Rourke and Chief

John J. Malloy for approval and re-

ceived their okay to launch the
the Wilmington Fire Dept.'s tcp brass prr2pari1g trainiig tapes for their fie fighters.

VTR/CCTV program. The Planning
and Research Unit is also planning
to telecast programs over Wilmington's local cable channels, with the
idea of communicating to the public
on a regular basis suggestions that
will reduce and prevent fires.
The department recently purchased a number of Panasonic
CCTV cameras which, along with
the console, are being used to produce in -studio tapes of high quality

to be received during in-service
training in all the firehouses.

Delaware Technical and Community College, along with Megonigal Electronics, is assisting the fire

department in training its personnel in the latest techniques of programing and proper utilization of
the studio equipment.

Chief Blackburn intends to use
the Panasonic portable VTR and
cameras at actual fires for training

purposes and also the taping of
arson investigations for apprehension of arsonists. According to Chief

Blackburn, "We can stage burn
downs and hot drills as often as possible and still never quite achieve the
atmosphere of an emergency situa-

tion in a non -drill situation. Not
only does the video tape recording

of the actual actions of men and
equipment in the face of an emergency serve as a valuable critique
for the chief and company officers,
it captures both the sights and
sounds of the fire scene, it conveys
the urgency of the moment to per-

sonnel who were not there. This
Wilmington firemen at
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enter City station house handle the video console with professional skill.
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continued on page 52

stance when it is not convenient to

TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

hold the entire probe assembly when
making measurements, then the

probe can be inserted through an
opening in the front of the instru-

Keithley's Model 167
Digital Multimeter

by Phillip Dahlen

Features digital readout right in the probe

awkward to someone that has
never used it before. However, from
actual experience in our electronics
lab, we found this battery -powered

the instrument and probe is reasonably flexible, allowing us relatively
easy access to the portion of the circuit under test.
When using the instrument, it is
only necessary to select the desired

instrument one of the most convenient that we have ever used. No
longer need a person look in one

ing and polarity are automatic; and
the present mode of operation and

This is one of those test instruments that might initially appear

direction to see that a probe is properly touching the desired connection
while having to look in another direction to see the resulting reading.
All this can be done at a glance by

merely looking at the probe. And
the 15 -lead shielded cable between

function-acv, dcv or ohms-scalpolarity are indicated-along with
the digital reading-at the end of
the test probe.

Should it be necessary to make
high -voltage measurements or shunt
the instrument for current measure-

ments, or should one find an in-

ment, and while in that position an
auxiliary test lead may be used.
In addition to the impressive instrument specifications included in
this article, much attention should
be given to the exceptional instruction manual included with the instrument. Most such manuals merely tell how to turn an instrument ON,
what the controls do, and list some
specifications. But not this manual,
which is 32 pages long and includes
fold -out schematics. In addition to
the usual sections on specifications,
general information and operating
instructions, it provides extensive
coverage of the theory related to the
instrument's operation, plus maintenance tips, troubleshooting procedures, parts lists, component layout photographs, and block diagrams
of the integrated -circuit functions.
Manufacturer's specifications for
this instrument include those shown

at the lower left.

INS
Kei:hley's Model 167 Digital Multimeter. For more details circle 900 on
the Reader Service Card.

Measurements are digitally displayed at the
end of the probe.

DC Volts

Range: ± lmv per digit to ± 1000v
Accuracy: ± 0.2% of reading ± 1 digit
Impedance: 55M shunted by approximately 220pf
AC Volts

Range: lmv per digit to 500v rms

Accuracy: Up to 200v; ±1% of reading ±2 digits,
20Hz to 10kHz, ±2% of reading ±4 digits
to 20kHz
200v to 500v; ±2% of reading ±2 digits,
20Hz to 1kHz, ±5% of reading ±4 digits
to 20kHz
Impedance: 50M shunted by approximately 220pf
Resistance
Range: HI per digit to 20M
Accuracy: ±0.3% of reading ± 1 digit ±-11-/
Test Conditions: Current; 1 ma to 0.1µa depending on
range Voltage; lv at 1000 digits, 9v

Closeup view of digital readout.

maximum into open circuit
FEBRUARY 1973, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

ter of the circle where the plastic stud extended from, using

a .136 in. diameter drill (wire size No. 29). Next, use a
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

MAGNAVOX

TOP

Stereo Console Four Channel Speakers

Some cases have been reported of low VOLUME level
from the rear speakers when playing four channel mode.

MOTOR BOARD

This can occur when the front (console speakers) are
higher in efficiency than the rear speakers.

A new series of open back extension speakers, with
higher efficiency, are now available for use with console
stereo models as either extension speakers or rear four

BOTTOM

channel speakers.
Model 1S8440 speakers should be used with the 1P3440,

3470, 3680, 3780 and 3790 series console stereos; and
Model 1S8450 speakers should be used with the 1P3840
and 3960 series console stereos.

size No. 8-32 tap to thread a hole for a No. 8-32 screw,
/8 in. long to replace the broken hinge pin.

PHILCO-FORD
Tape Recorder Model TRC2OBK-Battery-Cover Replacement

Stereo Component Models M4780BWA/M5780BWA-Hum Conditions
Low Residual Hum on Minimum Volume-All Functions

The following is a procedure to use when it is necessary
to replace the battery cover on the TRC2OBK tape recorder:
The plastic catch is not included when the battery cover
is ordered. It will be necessary to remove the catch from

These models contain a chassis assembly of modular
design composed of individual modular assemblies. Each
modular assembly (tuner, preamps, amplifier, etc.) are
linked together with inter -connecting wires and cables having plug connectors to form the complete tuner -amp chassis
assembly, 2ACMT100354Q. To avoid danger of "ground
loops" causing a residual hum at minimum volume, the
chassis of all individual modular sub -assemblies are externally grounded together by ground cables and clips.
Should a condition of residual hum occur at minimum
volume on all functions, look for a poor or open connection in the ground wires and clips electrically connecting
the chassis of each module together. A "ground -loop" is
caused when inter -modular grounding is made through
the inter -connecting signal cables rather than externally
through common -ground jumper wires and clips.

BATTERY COVER

Rear Edge

Background Hum on FM Reception

Plaster,
Ca tr,h

the old cover by sliding the blade of a small pen knife be-

tween the catch and the cover, very carefully prying it
loose.

When replacing any of the choke coils (L301, L302,
L303 and L304) on the tuner panel in the 2T204E tuner
modular assembly, a condition of 60Hz hum can be created as background interference during FM/stereo operation if the coils are not polarized by their phasing dots as
shown in the sketches.

The four color dots should be facing in, towards the
center of the panel or facing out, towards the outer edge

When placing the catch into the new cover, use speaker-

cone cement. With the back of the cover facing up and

L304

away from you, place the catch in the lower left hand corner of the smooth cut-out area.

L303

OR

L30241)

L3010

Portable Phono Models P710BU/S1479BU/P715BE/S1480BEBroken Hinge Studs

COLOR
DOTS

0
0

Should any of the above models require service because
of broken hinge studs on the motor board, the following
method can be used to replace hinge studs-thus avoiding

of the panel. In either of these two combinations, the coils
are oriented so that stray 60Hz hum pickup is cancelled

the necessity of otherwise replacing the entire motor board.
Replacement of the motor board would entail exchanging
all items and assemblies attached to the old motor board.
First cut away any remains of the plastic stud flush with
the plastic stud support, then drill a hole through the cen-

With any other combination having some coil color dots
facing out and others facing in, the hum pickup by these
coils will pass through along with the FM monaural or
stereo audio signals as the volume is increased, either on
or off station-the hum level also increasing. Moving the
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out.

BASS control to maximum will emphasize the background
hum.
This hum results from the close proximity of the power

The Kelvin scale (°K) is somewhat like the centigrade
scale; but begins at absolute zero rather than the freezing
temperature of water. Hence, 0°C is +273°K. By using

transformer and its ac leads to the multiplex circuitry on
the tuner panel. The power transformer leads should be
dressed tight against the amplifier sub base to minimize
coupling to the tuner.

Kelvin
Temperature

Light
Source

1900-1950
2750-2850
4100
5300-5800
5800-6500
6300-7200
14000-50000

Ordinary Candle
Common Household Lamp

RCA SALES CORP.
Characteristics of Solder

Solder is an alloy (mixture) of two metals that have low -

temperature melting points. The two metals used are tin
and lead. Tin melts at about 625°F. An alloy of the two
metals has a lower melting point than either metal in its
pure state. The lowest melting point (known as the "eutectic" point) is reached when the tin -lead mixture is about
62 percent tin and 38 percent lead. The melting point of
this mixture, usually written 60/40, is about 306°F. The
700

Moonlight
Sunlight
Daylight (Sun & Clear Sky)
Daylight (Overcast Sky)

Clear Blue Sky

Kelvin temperatures as a means of measuring the color of
light, black is the color that an absolute black body would

emit at 0°K (absolute zero). As the temperature of the
black body is increased, the color of the light emitted
changes. When the temperature of the black body reaches

the range of 9,000°K to 10,000°K, the color of light

emitted approaches the white that is seen in the raster of a
TV picture tube. The Kelvin color temperature of several of
the more common light sources is shown in the color temperature chart. This table is included to provide some relationship between this visual appearance of a light source and
its Kelvin temperature. RCA color -TV receivers normally
call for a color temperature of 9300°K, which is a bluish white screen color.
The technician, knowing the meaning of the Kelvin temperature scale, will realize the importance of adjusting the
color receiver to produce the proper white raster. When the

600
L

STATE

QUID

1,1

LIQUID

5000

LINE

--460

F

MUSHY

399F

400

565

F

screen temperature of a color -TV receiver

MUSHY

is adjusted

too high, loss of red in the picture detail will result and the

361

SOLID

STATE
i

300
10

20

30

40
TIN

50

60

70

80

90

100

CONTENT , PCT

overall picture will take on a metallic appearance. Conversely, too low a color temperature results in the picture
having a reddish -brown cast. Thus, this short discussion
should illustrate the importance of optimizing the performance of a color -TV receiver.

Melting Temperatures of Various Solder Alloys

chart shows the various solid and liquid states of tin and
lead alloys over a given temperature range. Since tin is
more expensive than lead, a cheaper solder with a tin/lead
ratio of 40/60 or 50/50 is sometimes used for non -critical
applications where the higher melting temperatures are of
no concern. The solder used for radio and TV servicing
should be the 60/40 alloy because a lower temperature is
required to melt the solder and thus components of the circuit are not exposed to excessive temperatures.
Kelvin Color Temperature

The color temperature of the raster on a color picture
tube refers to the tint of white or gray produced by the
raster, and not to its brightness level. To reproduce color
and black -and -white pictures properly on a color -TV receiver, it is necessary that the raster be set up to a specific

color temperature. This provides the background upon
which the picture can be reproduced.
The Kelvin temperature scale is used in reference to
light, as a means of establishing the hue (coloration-yellowish, bluish, etc.) of a light source. Most light is produced by thermal -radiation (matter being raised in temperature until it emits light). The hue of this light is directly related to the absolute temperature of the heated,
light -emitting object. Thus, this temperature is a quality of
light that can be readily measured.

TEKLAB."
across this circuit during
the retrace period being
applied to T902. By auto
transformation, this pulse
is stepped up to 8.3kv in
the tertiary winding, which

is tuned to a combination
of the third and fifth harmonic to provide for im-

continued from page 24
ness settings.
Unlike previous de-

signs, the yoke windings
in this chassis are in parallel and balancing coil
L943 provides for equalization of currents. Coil

L903 is treated as a convergence adjustment, since

The

it can control red -green

8.3kv pulse is applied to

crossing in the yoke. The
parallel connection of the
yoke windings means that
the hot ac potential on the

proved

regulation.

a capacitor -input six -diode
six -capacitor tripler sys-

tem, which multiplies the
voltage to a 26kv dc level.

Bleeder resistor R945
and Focus control R946
provide dynamic focus
and a means of preloading
the tripler assembly to
avoid excessive picture
"breathing" at low -bright -

common
1400v.

lead

is

only

A unique circuit in the
collector of the horizontal
output transistor, Q906,
damps any short-term collector transients which
could exceed the collector continued on page 50
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NEW EICO TR-410

COLORFAX

Solid -State

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

Triggered
Sweep KIMHz

fit

PHILCO-FORD

Oscilloscope

Color -Killer Location and Adjustment

The COLOR KILLER control

$379.95

(VR2V) on the modular

chassis is located on the signal board and is accessible from

Never before has so much
been built into a low cost
solid state triggered
sweep scope!

the rear of the chassis. There is no provision made in the
cabinet back to adjust this control, the back must be removed to make the color killer adjustment.

41 1

This adjustment should be made as outlined: Set the

1

ifre

INCLUDES EXCLUSIVE
DUAL PROBE

EICO introduces the first laboratory quality, high performance,
wideband Triggered Sweep Oscilloscope, at a price you can
afford!

Use as Vectorscope for Color TV Servicing 3 calibration
voltages (2, 5 and 10) Quick connect BNC connector at

Vertical Input Front panel adjustable Horizontal and Vertical
DC Balance Controls Vertical and Horizontal selection of AC
or DC modes of amplification Sweep synchronized Gate Output Flat faced CRT Z Axis input Rear panel astigmatism
control Edge lit calibrated screen Operates on a standard
120 volt, a low 100 volt or a 220-230 volt line.

channel selector to an unused channel to obtain color snow.
Then set the COLOR control to mid -range position with the
Philcomatic switch in its OFF position, adjusting the COLOR
KILLER control (VR2V) until color snow disappears.
Low -Level VOLUME (slide -type control)

The slide -type VOLUME control may exhibit a sharp increase in volume as the control is moved from minimum
toward maximum. To correct this condition, a 4.7K, 1/2w
10

LIFT LEAD FROM PIN.2

RELOCATE LEAD TO

OF CONTROL ROVE TO PI11.3
OF TERM STRIP

100.4 01

TERM

tr

FREE 1973 EICO CATALOG
For name of nearest dealer and free catalog check reorder service card or send 25g. for prompt first class mail
service. EICO-283 Malta Si.. B'klyn, N.Y. 11207

11

VR201
VOLUME

ADD 4

ELEMENTARY

TO ELITE

meets industries demands

TUNER

K

RESISTOR

50201

ROD In

ON/OFF

WORLD'S MOST PRACTICAL SOLDER HANDLING TOOLS

TUNER

URI
2

... for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card

SOLDER ABILITY

TO

II

EirtgaL7

SOLDERING +
DESOLDERING +
RESOLDERING

BRACKET
MOUNTED

/I

11-

RESISTOR

WIRING DIAGRAM FOR DETENT TUNER

FOR V V C TYPE TUNERS

resistor is wired in series with the ground (black) lead of
the VOLUME control. Mount the resistor as shown.
High -Contrast Level with Minimum Contrast -Control Setting

Chassis that may exhibit a high contrast level with the
CONTRAST control at minimum (full counterclockwise) can

be corrected by replacing resistor R1L with a 1.2k 1/2w

with a COMPLETELY PORTABLE SOLDERING/DESOLDERING/RESOLDERING SYSTEM

11

181

AIL
AEC X:10 IS `St INT
PHILCOMATtC SWITCH/PANEL

15954 ARMINTA STREET

VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91406
PHONE (2131 989.2321
TELJEI NO. 65.1169 ECISTIMEX RAN

Send for our FREE 16 page

SOLXIEROABIUTY
manual
.
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Ads in EEM. MAS, EBG
AE, TR, and EPAC Catalogs

for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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resistor and resistor R7L with a 56011 resistor. These re-

sistors are located on the Philcomatic switch panel
shown.

as

NEW PRODUCTS

...

line

continued from page 16

comparable to aluminum sheath. It
is rated for only 3.1dB of attenuation per

100 feet at Channel

13

frequencies and only 3.1dB attenuation at Channel 57 frequencies.
Nominal dc resistance of the center
conductor is only 1.5911 per 1000 ft.
Nominal capacitance of the cable is
17pf/ ft. while nominal velocity of
propagation is 81%. Blonder Tongue
Laboratories.
BATTERY
More energy capacity
than ordinary batteries

is mounted on pegboard cards

which graphically illustrate their use
and provide complete installation instructions. Jerrold Electronics Corp.
HIGH -VOLTAGE PUTTY

the manufacturer, it will last for years.
MON

708

Eliminates high -voltage
arcing to 40kv

A high -voltage putty is introduced
that can be molded around uneven objects, eliminating arcing in high -volt-

age TV transformers, anodes, tube
sockets, filament wire and any application where high -voltage arcing is a
problem. The putty is designed to re-

The putty is packaged in 6 -in. lengths
for convenient use. Oneida Electronic
Mfg. Inc.

706

for use in mini -

If we don't
have the needle,
there's no point

calculators and
transistor radios.
Its development

in looking for it.

Introduced is a 9v alkaline battery
called Duracell, with reportedly three
times the energy capacity of ordinary
batteries and especially

place corona dope and, according to

adapted

has been reportedly made possible by an entirely

We're a prime manufacturer of phonograph

Tell your local distributor haystacks are

needles and cartridges. So we're always

for making love. Ask him fora free E-V/Game

different internal
construction, with
fewer parts allowing for greater

ahead in needle knowledge.That's why your

E-V/Game distributor always has just the

needle and accessories catalog today. Or
contact us. E-V/Game, Inc., Box 711, Free

volumetric energy density. As a result, longer service life and better performance under continuous high drain
are obtained by more efficient use of

the energy producing materials contained in the battery. Mallory Battery.
ANTENNA HARDWARE
Colorful display mounted

right replacement needle you want. Factory
sealed. Attractively packaged. And priced
right.

And, it's easy to specify Electro-Voice
needles. They're listed in the most up-to-

date, comprehensive catalog in the
industry. Simplified cross-referencing and precise illustrations
enable you to pinpoint

port, N.Y. 11520.

E-V/GAME, INC.
DivIsion of Elecfro- Volce, Inc. A GULTON Company
In Canada. E -V of Canada. Ltd. Gananodue,Ontaroo

what you want in seconds.
E-V/GAME

707

on pegboard cards

A new line

of colorful display

packed hardware for TV and FM antennas is introduced. The line includes
masts, chimney mounts, roof mounts,

wall mounts, stand-off insulators, guy
wires, anchor hooks, eye bolts, turnbuckles, lead-in clips, lightning ar-

restors, ground rods, ground wire and
twinlead. Except for masts, the entire
.

Is
for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE
For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER 709
Built-in condenser microphone
allows "no -hands" operation

A compact ac/dc portable cassette
tape recorder, Model M8455, operates

DIAL

in

its protective case and reportedly

offers a three-way power capability to

AC POWER CORD

710

Designed for use with
Japanese electronic products

& CODER

The Model 44-459 ac power cord is
designed for use with most Japanese

Delta's Instant
Emergency
Telephone
Warning System.

rooms and meetings, and allow "no hands.' recording. Also featured is an
automatic end -of -tape shut-off capability in PLAY and RECORD functions.
This feature promotes motor life and
saves on battery life. Tone calibrated
VOLUME and built-in AUTOMATIC LEVEL controls (ALC), erase guard to
prevent accidental erasure of pre-recorded cassettes, external microphone
jacks, cassette eject and easy -to -load
cassette carrying door also are reportedly offered. General Electric.

Ta5 eltrorr
AC POWER CORD

enable users to record anywhere. The
built-in sensitive condenser microphone
is said to case the recording difficulties
encountered in situations such as class-

Dial & Coder guards you around the -clock, signaling alarm for any emergency condition where a simple contact
closure activates the system. Completely
solid state, Dial & Coder utilizes the
latest in discrete and integrated circuit
technology to provide immediate remote
signaling between any two telephones.

REBUILD
YOUR OWN
PICTURE TUBES?

WE1TRON COMPANY, MC
DURHAM N.C.

ac -dc tape players, radios or record
players. Weltron Co.

CHECK THESE FEATURES!

Dial any phone number up to eight

FM TRANSCEIVER
A compact and lightweight

digits.
Change numbers in ten seconds.
Over 100 different code combinations
allow multi -phone connections.
Works with any direct contact switch.

solid-state unit

Introduced is the Model GTX-2, a
10 -channel, 2 meter, FM transceiver

Unlimited applications. Use with intrusion detectors, fire & smoke detectors or a simple button control. Allows
children, clerks, or physically handicapped to call for help.

Automatic redialer when busy signal
received.

Microphone can be added for audio
surveillance.

Self-contained power supply. Once
tripped, unit cannot be stopped.
This one's really priced right!
Made in U.S.A.

Write or Call today for free sales details!

711

With

the

Lakeside

Industries,

Inc.

picture

tube rebuilding unit, you can rebuild any picture tube, be it black and white or color or
20mm or etc. We offer you the most revolutionized

equipment of our modern times.
unit is easy to operate and requires

This

with a frequency range of

144

to

148MHz. The lightweight, all solidstate unit is said to employ 11 silicon

only

4 x 8 ft. of space. You can rebuild the finest

tube available. The picture will be clear and
sharp. Your cost to rebuild a color tube is
approx. $6.60. Your cost to rebuild a black and
white tube is approx. $1.85.
Profit? Imagine building four color tubes per

day and if you sold these tubes for $60.00
each. Total income $240.00. Total cost $26.40.

Net profit $213.60. Multiply this figure by five
days per week. Your profit $1,068.00 per week.

Cut this figure in half! Build and sell only two
color tubes per day. Your profit $534.00 per
week. Facts are facts, figures do not lie.

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1147, Grand Junction, Colo. 81501,
Dept. ETD, (303) 242-9000

Superior Products At Sensible Prices
.

.

.
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I

For further Information, please send your name
and address to Lakeside Industries, Inc., 3520
West Fullerton, Chicago, III. 60647. Phone:
(312) 342-3399.

P.S. No salesman will call.

... for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card
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transistors, 4 diodes, 5 FETs and 3
integrated circuits. The unit reportedly
comes complete with quick disconnect

power cable, plug-in microphone, antenna connector and mobile mounting
bracket. The manufacturer indicates
that pushbutton frequency selection is

a major feature of the unit, which

comes equipped with a 146.94MHz
communications channel-the remaining nine channels being available for
a nominal charge. Specifications indicate that the transceiver has 30w of
output power and is readily adaptable
for fixed or mobile operation. General
Aviation Electronics, Inc.
COLOR -TV SET

I

712

IN EVERY GROUP OF TECHN(CiANS, THERES A

Incorporates nine
"snap -in" modules

Introduced is the Seville, Model
5L5658, a 25 -in. (measured diagonally) color -TV set employing the
SS900 chassis. This Super-Solarcolor
chassis incorporates nine "snap -in"

AI-ILR TWO DAYS AND
NIC71-tr5 OF COOKING AND
TESTING, 15111.L CANT

FIND THIS DARN
INTERMI n ENT. GU E55
I'LL HAVE TO CANCEL
THE BOWLING.

EadaRGE"vit-to ALWAYS SEEMS TO EARN A LIIM
moRE THAN THE REST OF US-SOMEI1MES EVEN
WITH SHORTER HOURS. TO HELP EVERY TECHNICIAN
MAKE THE MOST OF HIS Timer HERES" HOW
GEORGE DOES IP. "

T1-415 CAN OF50FEW
FROST AO SAYS
You LOSE. USE THE

I KNOW 16 THE
KINE BIASgUT I
JUST CANT

modules for faster and more convenient servicing. The picture tube is a
black matrix design that reportedly
imparts greater brilliance

ROM

IT?
*21NA SKIES

to color

EXTENDER TIJFE
AND SWAY COMPONENT5

LOCATE THE

ONE -FY -ONE UNTIL THE

COMPONENT

SETS BACK ID NORMAL.

LOST MY SHIRT

phosphors. The "Color Master" con-

THERE it 15-13Er THP,ir

ON THE JOF

CATI400E RE95TOR 5
OuRED IN VALUE!

ALREADY, BUT

PETER5oN 5 MY
BE5r CUSTOMER.
BET YOU A
STEAK DINNER

,/

YOU CAN'T f)x IT.

St/RE, CARRY IT

WITH MEASAN
I

EMERGENCY FIRE

cEXnNGUISHER.
USE IT FOR LOCATING

PC-130ARDCRAcK5,
A5 A HEAT-SINK,AND
LOTS OF OTHER WAY5
GOT THE IDEA FROM
A FREE BOOK

trol provides one -button tuning of
AFC, color and tint. This all -wood

J

CHEMTRON ICS WILL

pecan finish Mediterranean cabinet,
with "wrap -around" design, rolls easily on concealed casters. Admiral.

SEND YOU... OUT,
RIGHT NOW, j_Fr5

GET 7T1AT5TEAK!

STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER
Employs heavy-duty
bi-peripheral drive system

713

\NW LET- GEORGE DO IT'sT

A cassette stereo recorder deck is
said to contain a heavy-duty bi-peripheral drive system, Dolby tape and
FM broadcast noise reduction circuits.

PO IT YOURSELF WITH
SUPER FROST All>. otqf OF
CHEMTRONICS'M ANY

is

WORK -SAVING, SOLUTIONS

When the Model 4765 recorder

used in conjunction with a tuner,

FOR TECHN ICIANS
PROBLEM 5.

"Dolbyized" FM broadcasts can reportedly be received without addi-

&VI FREE

tional equipment. When the FM Dolby switch is ON, the broadcast signal
is

T?A1CATALOG,wRITE C:

fed back into the pre -amp and

C.CHEMTRONKS
HCORPOCA1EI7

speakers. The motor is shut off automatically, except when it is in the
RECORD PLAY mode. A tape selector
continued on next page

12601:)4LPH AvE.,6R0OKLYN,NY.,11236.0URBUSINE55 5 IMPROvINGYOUR5
for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE

MOLDED PLASTIC

...

out lifting the unit. It will reportedly

continued from page 47

COLOR CODED

switch changes the record -playback
equalization and record current for

AMP FUSES

regular and high-performance tapes as
against chromium -dioxide tapes. Other

20 Different
Models

Reliable protective fusing device
for replacement of original manufacturer's part numbers.

Listed in Howard Sams' Photo facts and Counterfacts.

FREE vest pocket cross reference booklet indicating correct

Workman part numbers to manufacturer's part numbers. No. X58

operate on ac power, batteries or from
your car or boat cigarette lighter.
Weltron Co.

SECURITY SYSTEM
Burglar and fire protection
for the "do-it-yourself" market

715

Total burglar -fire protection for any
home or business is possible with the
introduction of a complete line of "doit-yourself" burglar and fire alarms.
Security Systems Merchandising Program, 49-1430, features three economically priced, solid-state burglar

features are said to include large professional -style dual VU meters, separate RECORD and PLAYBACK LEVEL
controls, ferrite head, head cover
(which can be removed easily for head

cleaning and azimuth adjustments),
end -of -tape sensing and shut-off, plus
an adjustable high-level, low -imped-

ance headphone output for monitoring and playback. 3M Co.
MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN
Subs ,d,a,, ur

IPM TECHNOLOGY INC

BOX 3828 SARASOTA. FLA. 33578

PRODUCTS, INC

... for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card

SPRAY

AWAY
TIIE
RACKET.
Squeak. Whine.
Whirr. Psss! Silence.

AM/FM/FM STEREO RADIO 714
All solid-state
stereo modular unit

Introduced is the Model 2002 AM/
FM/FM Stereo Radio, a compact, all
solid-state modular
unit. The unit employs

3

IC's,

1

FET, 10 transistors
and 12 diodes. The
stereo
multiplex
frequency range is
from 88 to 108

MHz, while AM

covers frequencies
from 540 to 1600kHz. A swivel base
allows turning in any direction with-

and fire alarms (Ultra -Sonic SentryElectro-Sentry-Magna-Sentry) with
a wide variety of selected accessories,
offered on a space saving, self-service
display merchandiser. Also included
with the program is a complete selection of related accessories such as con-

necting wire, mat switch, magnetic
reed switch, satellite extensions, fire
sensors and battery charger that allows
expanded protection. GC Electronics.

Quietrole did it
again. Silenced
those moving T.V.
parts, with one
squirt from the
handy spray pack.
Cleaned away dirt,

dust, and crud.
Without damaging

rOgrEllIj ELECTRONICS COMPANY

4213N, UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105

THE ORIGINAL
HOME OF

anything ... in any

Same Low Price
East or West Coast!

black and white or
color set. Silence is
golden. So is

Also available in
bottles, and the

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

new Silicone"Silitron."

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED
rER

Product of

TUBE
100 TUBES OR MORE

33cree

COMPANY
Spartanburg, South Carolina
.

for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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SPECIAL
OFFER
ON ALL ORDERS

Quietrole.

QUIETROLE

* Bargain Tools
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN / DEALER, FEBRUARY 1973

i

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

LAB TESTED USED

SEND FOR FREE

OVER $10.00

NEW 48 PAGE

25`

COLOR CATALOG
* Dumont Picture Tubes

* Diodes-Transistors-Kits
* Tube Cartons

PER TUBE
04oumm
FROM THIS LIST
GAGS

6AU6
6AX4

6CB6
6J6
6SN7

TUBE

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
... for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card

the wire, mounting hardware, instructions, and decals. On -Guard Corp.

AUTO BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM
Easy to install
and all solid-state

716

VIDEO TAPE RECORDER

An electronic siren vehicle burglar
alarm system reportedly features the

717

Designed for professional
time-lapse recording

The Model TVR-321 is reportedly
the only time-lapse video tape recorder
using the standard EIAJ-1 format and
solenoid operated. It is reportedly the
only recorder capable for surveillance
use of over 300 lines of horizontal res-

olution with playback at time-lapse
speed, normal speed or still frame. The

machine uses a 7 -in. reel of I/2 -in.
video tape. and offers such features as

latest sound used by police and emergency vehicles. This alarm, Model SE 812, is said to feature full vehicle pro-

tection by sounding an alarm when
the trunk, door, hood, ignition, lights,
brake, etc., are activated. The system

said to include hood and trunk

stop motion, solenoid operated con-

switches for cars without hood and
trunk lights, plus an electrical switch

trols, auto -cycling and automatic gain

is

control. Tapes made on the unit can
be played back on any standard re-

lock (factory wired) with built-in dust
cover and two keys. Also included is

corder. GBC.

all test ins

In East Europe

STATE
with a

101

11.1111

But 31 million people
keep listening to

1n
MODEL
TA 3000

service:
Motorola

RADIO FREE
EUROPE

Zenith
Sylvania
RCA

Their censored press
keeps protesting

... etc. etc ...

The In Sound from Outside

Converts any test jig to service

any solid state TV.

Simple plug-in operation
Economical - Saves buying a
solid state jig.

Versatile - Dual

impedance.

For information about
East Europe and RFE, write:
RADIO FREE EUROPE, Box 1972.
Mt. Vernon, New York 10551

Available from your distributor.

2245 PITKIN AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11207

Write Us! Free subscription for current cross-reference charts
.

.
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CAT GAME...

normal conditions. But the effect is so slight that,
from a normal viewing distance, it can easily go

continued from page 29

will cutoff, allowing no chroma sidebands to reach
the demodulators.

It should be pointed out here again, however,
that a slight clockwise readjustment of the COLOR
KILLER control could restore color amplifier opera-

tion. Color would then appear on the screen, but
it would be out of sync, the color oscillator being
free -running in the absence of the burst signalanswer (a).
16. (d)-Capacitor C88 couples the 3.58MHz reference (subcarrier) signal from a tap on the R-Y
injection coil (T12, terminal 3) to the color phase
detector tube (V15B, pin 8). With the capacitor
open, the incoming burst signal finds no reference
subcarrier to be compared to in the phase detector.
As a result, no dc correcton voltage is applied to
the reactance control tube, and the C.W. oscillator
is left unsynchronized.

unnoticed.

20. (c)-The color ghost (displaced approximately 'A
in.) is caused by misregistration of the color and
B/W information on the CRT screen. With the
delay line shorted, the Y signal arrives at the CRT
cathodes sooner than the color signals at the grids,
resulting in a highly noticeable horizontal displacement. Color signals are normally slowed down due
to the narrow passband of the chroma amplifiers.
The Moment of Truth!

Well, how did you make out? With five points per
correct answer, if you scored 90 to 100, congratulations! 75 to 85 is good, while 60 to 70 is considered
fair. Less than 60 calls for dusting off the old color -TV
textbooks, paying closer attention to circuit descriptions
in manufacturers' service literature, or perhaps attending a few service clinics put on by manufacturers or by
your local technicians' association.
Stay "tuned" to ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

17. (b)-With its screen shorted to ground, tube V7
is inoperative (no plate current) and its plate voltage rises towards the 390v B+ potential, causing

.

.

we'll be sending more CAT Games your way in fu-

ture issues.

excessive bias on the CRT cathodes. The raster
blacks out, even with the BRIGHTNESS control
turned fully up, because the latter is in the video

TEKLAB...

amplifier's grid circuit and thus has no effect.

to -emitter breakdown rating of 1500v for the tran-

sis is

sistor.
In the high -voltage hold

viceability, reducing service time and allowing
for more in -home type servicing.
The regulated power
supply, with its current
fold -back circuitry, which

Now is a good chance to see how well you remember some of the "basics" you picked up in
electronics school: Will the screen resistor, R12,
burn out when capacitor C32B shorts? Well, let's
E250v2
see: P = - =
R2200051 2.85w. Being a 2w re-

-

sistor, it would overheat.
18. (b)-Resistor R103 is across automatic degaussing
coils L42 and L43. When the set is first switched
ON, ac input current flows through the degaussing
coils on the way to the B+ bridge rectifiers. Since
the resistance of R103 is then normally high, the
CRT gets demagnetized. By the time the raster is
about to appear on the CRT screen, R103 has normally heated up to the point where its resistance is
negligible, thus essentially shorting out the de-

gaussing coils-the ac input current thereafter
flowing through the thermistor rather than the degaussing coils.

However, when resistor R103 opens, the input
current to the B+ rectifiers is forced to continue
flowing through the degaussing coils, even after the

set has warmed up. This produces ac magnetic
fields which result in the colored bands. Depend-

ing on the exact frequency and phase of the

continued from page 43

down circuit a protection
mechanism is incorporated in the horizontal
scan system. Basically, the
protection mechanism consists of a low -frequency

multivibrator biased into
operation by an overdrive
sensing voltage. Once
functioning, the multivi-

brator interrupts the horizontal oscillator drive to
transistor Q905 to lower
the average energy delivered to the deflection system, thus decreasing the
high voltage.

Summary
We feel that this chas-

is considered a part of the
horizontal deflection cir-

cuit, not only helps scan
stability but permits trouble -shooting with a shorted
circuit.
We
actually

shorted the 132v power
supply source directly to

ground for a period of
time without injury to the
TV set.
We also feel the TV set
produces

a very

good,

stable color picture.
continued from page 33

has been completed (just

generated by the broadcast source, these bands

comes positive) a negative

may appear stationary on the screen or roll slowly
up or down across the picture.
19. (d)-Capacitor C77 and the 100K resistor shunted
with it form a frequency compensation network.

buffer -storage circuitry to
accept the new count. And
upon accepting the count,

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, FEBRUARY 1973

well designed for
rapid diagnosis and ser-

DIGITAL CIRCUITR Y...

(60Hz) ac voltage from the local electric utility, as
compared to the 60Hz vertical scanning frequency

With C77 open, a very slight phase shift in red
video can be noticed if one examines the picture
carefully and compares it with the picture under
50

.

after the gate signal betransfer pulse allows the

the reset signal (Q2 -C)
returns the decade counters to zero.

The next article in this
series will cover the same
circuit as it is driven by a

1Hz signal-a frequency
much too low to be observed without either time -

exposure photography or
a scope having a memory
tube. We intend to use the

latter.

TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Our 30 MHz Counter looked
so
xamirimiffas

Cables and Adapters

A 12 -page brochure illustrates the
various cables and adapters used with
RCA's Industry Compatible Test Jig
(ICTJ) Program. Color -TV sets of 41
manufacturers reportedly can be serviced with an RCA Color -TV Test Jig.
Pictured in the brochure are extension
cables

and

adapters,

universal

Heathkit IB-1100

all

identified by their appropriate stock

we put attractive new prices
on our whole counter line

numbers. Deflection yoke adapters,

convergence adapters and automatic
degaussing adapters are also listed by
illustration

numbers. Supplied with

the brochure is an RCA ICTJ crossreference chart listing all the cables
included in the program by description and numerical order. RCA Parts
and

Accessories,

2000

good
at
169.95.

Clements

Bridge Rd., Deptford, N.J. 08096.
Semiconductors
A 52 -page Semiconductor Replacement Manual lists over 30,000 OEM
part numbers alpha -numerically, which
can reportedly be replaced by a line of
82 popular semiconductor devices.
Manual K-500 also includes performance characteristics, outline drawings

and pertinent parameters for the entire line. Included in the semiconductor replacement line are 42 small -signal and power transistors, 5 field-effect
transistors, 6 silicon rectifiers, 14 linear integrated circuits and 15 LED
devices. These semiconductor devices
provide exact replacements for components found in home/mobile entertainment and communications equipment. Sprague Products Co., 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

139"*
2299,*
Heathkit IB-1101 gives you maximum

29998*

The new Heathkit IB-1100 adds up to one
of the best bargains you can buy in a 5 digit, -30 MHz counter. This easy -to -as-

semble kit gives you: Solid-state digital
circuitry for non -blinking

capability

nications Catalog featuring the firm's
complete line of base station, mobile

and marine antennas, trunk lid and
deck mounts, co -phasing harness kit
and other mobile accessories is available free on request. Avanti Research
& Development, Inc., 33-37 W., Fullerton Ave., Addison, III. 60101.

in

the medium -price range.

The all solid-state circuitry accepts inputs from less than 50 mV to 140 V rms,
depending on frequency. The full five -

display tubes.

digit cold -cathode readout can be ex-

Custom designed time base for ±3 ppm
accuracy from +22° to +37° C. Diode protected J-Fet for improved triggering
over inputs from 100 mV to 150 V rms. 1

overrange circuitry. Other features include 1 megohm input impedance and
low input capacitance; custom designed

pendable cold -cathode

megohm input, shunted by 20 pF, for minimal loading. kHz/MHz switch and over range lamp. You can have yours together
in approximately seven hours, and at this

low price that's time well spent. Kit IB1100, 6 lbs.

panded to eight digit capability using the

time base crystal for accuracy better than

±3 ppm from 17° to 32° C. Compare
performance and price with the competition. Then order your Heathkit IB-1101.
Kit IB-1101, 8 lbs.
The Heathkit IB-102 Scaler is a two -evening

The IB-1102 is the finest Heathkit Counter

you can buy and build. Design features

CB Antennas
A 16 -page Citizens -Band Commu-

Heathkit IB-102
175 MHz Scaler
Reduced $10, now just

Heathkit IB-1101
100 MHz Counter
Reduced $40, now just

Heathkit IB-1102
120 MHz Counter
Reduced $50, now just

kit that extends the range of vir-

tually any counter to 175 MHz. In most
cases you'll get improved sensitivity too.

include a temperature compensated crys-

The solid-state circuitry divides input

tal oscillator clock for ±1 ppm stability
from +10° to +40° C.; high impedance
FET input circuit for minimum loading;
automatic triggering level for hands-off

frequencies from 2 MHz to 175 MHz with
the scaled output fed to any compatible
frequency counter with a 1 megohm in-

operation. Sensitivity is 50 mV to 100 MHz

10:1 or 100:1 scale ratios, plus 1:1
straight-thru counting. Resolution is down
to 10 Hz with a counter having a 1 second

and 125 mV above 100 MHz. The full
8 -digit cold -cathode display, overrange
lamp, gate lamp and two range indicator
lamps make the IB-1102 one of the easiest
reading counters around.
Kit IB-1102, 12 lbs.
KtC.5114911k

put. There is front panel switching of

time base. The Heathkit IB-102 is the
economical way to add 175 MHz capability to your service bench. Kit IB-102,
8 lbs.

HEATH

- -1

Schlumberger

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-2

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Enclosed is $

, plus shipping.
Please send model(s)
El Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
Protect yourseil num allockerS
Ines quality nondetnal tear aas
Fir. 8 rOund4 in seconds Solid
r-Pittrter,tion No teeters, ',ea

Name
tal

Free - Your 1973
Heathkit Catalog with
the world's largest
selection of
instrument kits.

Sold $14.96 toi revolver and
ammunition Add $2.00 for holster_

PROTECTIVE WEAPONS
STANI nN ST UPI- ET .1
.

NEwARK, N

J
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Address
State

City

lip

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
`Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

TE-273

J

t.
.
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TUNE -IN

READERS

on these TOP -RATED
"NO -NOISE" PRODUCTS

SERVICE

PROVEN PERFORMANCE FOR COLOR AND 8/W

INDEX

FIRST, simply spray parts with

SUPER SPRAY BATH.
Dissolve and flush away grease, dirt,

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

oil and oxidation -penetrative action
cleans and restores all component
parts.

THEN, follow with

VOLUME CONTROL AND
CONTACT RESTORER
for special attention to volume controls. push button assemblies, band
switches, relays and other electrical

UPE
PRAY;

BATH

101

B&K Div., Dynascan Corp.

102

Book Club-Tab Books
Channel Master-Div. of

103

110

3rd Cover
Avnet, Inc.
47
Chemtronics, Inc.
48
Cornell Electronics Co.
46
Delta Products, Inc.
EICO Electronic Instruments Co., Inc. 44
45
E-V/Game, Inc.
14
Eastman Chemical Products, Inc.

111

Edsyn, Inc.

44

I.E.C./Mullard Tubes Specials

112

Electronic Chemical Corp.
Finney Company, The
Fordham Radio Supply Co., Inc.
GC Electronics Company
GTE Sylvania, Electronic

52

Catalog & Prices on Request

52

FORDHAM Radio Supply

104

contacts.

105

"NO -NOISE"
products are
guranteed nonflammable, no
carbon tet, nontoxic -- safe for

106
108

109

plastics.

For Tuners

-

(Ind wafer type) use

TUNER TONIC
With Perma Film

113

OR SUPER LUBE

115

114

for further
cleaning and lubrication economical, a little does a lot.

Components

TOp

Other Famous "NO -NOISE" Products

Often imitated but never duplicated

117

Jensen Tools & Alloys
Keithley Instruments, Inc.

10

LPS Research Labs

12

120

Lakeside Industries
Leader Instruments Corp.
McAdam Electronics
Mountain West Alarm Supply Co.
Protective Weapons

46

123
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124

F/A/C7:7

125

DOLLY

126
127
128

129

For MOVING and LIFTING
TV APPLIANCES FURNITURE LARGE CARTONS

130
131

HANDL1

BALL BEARINGS

132
133

STEEL HOOK
PROTECTIVE

SQUARE TUBULAR FRAME

PADDING

700

704
705

706
707
708
709

710
711
FLUSH

712

WITH FLOOR

713
714
715

WITH LEGS

716
717

Quietrole Company
48
RCA Electronic Components -2nd Cover, 3
RCA Parts & Accessories
15
RCA Semiconductors
4th Cover
RCA Test Equipment
38
Raytheon Company
18A -B, 19
Telematic Div., UXL Corp.
49
Tuner Service Corp.
9
Wahl Clipper Corp.
12
Workman Electronic Products, Inc.
48
Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co.
52

Bedford, Ohio 44146

.

Automatic Telephone Dialer
Needle Merchandiser
VHF Broadband Amplifier
Cordless Soldering Iron Accessory
Frequency Multiplier/Counter

18

MATV Coaxial Cable
Battery
Antenna Hardware
High -Voltage Putty
Cassette Tape Recorder
AC Power Cord
FM Transceiver
Color -TV Set

16

Stereo Cassette Recorder
AM/FM/FM Stereo Radio
Security System
Auto Burglar Alarm System
Video Tape Recorder

18

I

TRUCK

FREE-illusturted brochure

YEATS dollies
130 7 W. FOND DU LAC AVE.
MILWAUKEE. WIS. 53205
.

.

TEATS Model No. 5

$16.50

for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card

FREE ALARM CATA
Full line of professional burglar

900

Keithley's Model 167 Digital
Multimeter

AC\ mountain west alarm
*+I 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix,

az. 85

... for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card

18
16
16

45
45

45
46
46
46
47
47
48

48
49
49

VIDEOTAPE...
continued from page 40

immediately is one of the key factors in getting a point across to the
men," he stated.
Commissioner O'Rourke and
Chief Malloy enthusiastically approve the use of science and tech-

nology in personnel training and
fire -prevention

public

education.

Says Chief Malloy, "VTR has improved our performance and operations tremendously. We are very

proud of our new studio and are

TEST INSTRUMENT

for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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Color
Television

prices.

WRITE FOR CATALOG 20-621

.

-WIWIISSATILE

YEATS RATIOVA DOLL

51

Model TC-1 DEALER NET 58950

The
FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

WC/

5

the shelf delivery, quantity

703

STEEL WHEELS

YEATS dollies

52

NEW PRODUCTS

702

PADDED LIFT BRACKET

for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

and fire alarm systems and supplies. 80 pages, 400 items. Off -

701

AUTOMOTIVE TYPE JACK

.

16

RUBBER TIRES

NYLON STRAP

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

10

119

813 Communipaw Avenue Jersey City, N. J 07304

)558 Morris Avenue, Bronx, N.Y
Tel: (212) 585-0330
RCA

13, 17
51

121
122

Company, Inc.

11

Heath Company, The

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP.

Handy -Helper

52

116
118

EC -44 .e-Frfa7ed-RAeCro Head Cleaner

20

34-37

making increasingly effective use of
our TV communications equip-

41

ment."

17

13

O

O

0

14

Vert.

Vert.

100 VPP
Horiz.

7 VPP
Horiz.

amount of
coupling Horiz.

VPP Depends on

Horiz.

20 VPP

1600 VPP

30 VPP

Vert.

60 VPP
Horiz.

60 VPP

1.8 VPP

Horiz.

Vert.

140 VPP

60 VPP
Horiz.

0

11

Vert.

10 VPP

Horiz.

10 VPP

Vert.

160 VPP

0.011Ogigsamon1111111111.1910011

0

0

110 VPP
Horiz.

Horiz.

7 VPP

320 VPP
Vert.

Vert

38 VPP

RE,

LLTIMAT
ow 1 KMMLASLI.

m AMP

- 3F.A5 )t:".)

/MI

73

itIV2,111110

V55
160DAP4

Oft

ROA
1.144

Ira

"11.12

045

*

OF07

T

111T-'1*ILAT M001
MOO I
iSa

0*MML M SIC TIM 0.,

TOOL. OS( SGS? OR 5LJ9.

filft

/My

9.

51)010

1/3 2329

4ENT

SYNC. SEP

1ST

V20

r

V40C

C.3 1.3

f

1310

F. AMP

11N

4E11?

I

V20

.

01

2211

040

000

V50
WHET

AO

V25
4EJ7

14:

I/O 2329

IIAF9

030

179F11

V35

AFS

f,a1

T22:,1;=

IRS

K

0406

22"

Of

ar

SOT,

I

V3f

1.0

Ir 4

;1011

rat

060

112

.2,1133

1A1

13-Y31,2

13-3.3-1

KL

Cpt

WOO

%ISA

ES1

VI5

VIO

0356

I. in

V40AVIV

/-14r1

045

6C97/6F07

tit

1

I

Ass

O

Am

0011

II

SA

Vorooloble

Isn

L

IOW

ggCMS
AS

boa

1..2
.*1

NNW

2329

v40
VERT. OSC.

:sr

1.011

1

CLIP
5105

1/2 384E7

K

V50A
HOR12 auTPuT

WPM USAF° 111VOLA

1

.00V

tlY1'471272ISt

4.111Xi

131PAM OF

2400-

2112

3202

V45

OSC.

HORIZ.

8F07

OR

8CG7

5.00

`
I r.
1'
&I
no.

0;6..
L_

ALM

AS.

211

111111

SII22211

SYNC. SEP

1/2 IIAF9

SO3

DEO

SOUND I

B OUTPUT

V30A
VIDEO ANP

CSO

V30

IIAF9

v35
178F11
SOUND SET.
B OUTPUT

/

21102

ON I

on

reitvg..-2.

1/2 38HE7

DAMPER

V505

1012A

/iv RECT

V60

MO

M C907

I

J

JIM

111VBAP4

PICTURE TUBE

055

HORIZ. OUTPUT
B DAMPER

38HE7

V50

H.V. RECT.

IBY2A

V60

FEBRUARY 1973

TV Chassis
1315-1-2

SYLVANIA

TUBE LAYOUT

O VIF

13Z TlIfir

gfOw

11.PY

..505

is

HAW)

V25

4EJ7

2ND PX. IF

cil)

IFd

A TUBE INDEX POSITION

4E147
oT PIX.

V20

PICTURE TUBE TYPE I6VBAP4

I

..2201

11-

NOLOI

La

HORIZ. OSC

D

1/3 23Z9

VERT OUTPUT

SAO

NMI

1.:

UHF
TUNER
TRANSISTORIZED

LT1010. PORTEN,

lIPOW

0,7).00.,

1/2 178F II

MAT OF

R 3RH AAMP

VHF TUNER

(O

VHF TUNER
(ALTERNATE)

R.F. AMP

vio
3HA5

mix.

On./

5GS7

AUDIO OUTWIT

.03.

121. LtS31 LX.1

L

mama

ma

0.of T[R

KEYED ACC

'0v

WA:

Vim
Pr

W010 02,

IF

.05

veto 0111NT TRY.

13-311.4
ei

I. I.J.1

1101,

r4
sr

MOILATtA 55051

M ama. mool I

38-31038-2
54.31054-6
54-31054-4

50-31050-32
9131050-7
50.31050-12
50-31050-14
51-31051-1
50-31050-8
50.31050-9
50.31050-10
50-31050-30
50-31050-13
56-31056-5
56-31056-7
50.31050-31
37-31037-11
37.31037-13
37-31037-1
37-31037-2
37-31037-12
37-31037.2
29-31029-3

41-31041-3

SYLVANIA PART NO.

... WO, I

2ND I.F. ALP
4EJ7

V25

.MM./w11

171E11

vERT. OSC

14000

.

-t

11

Ci01

2329

4

.../Z61

79,

1/102

1/2

V35A
I;pc...0..9mm n I

AUDIO MT.

1/2 IIAF9

r0305

R350 -1M, volume
R400 -3M, vert height
R450 -50K, horiz frequency
R550 -200K, brightness
R600 -50K - AGC
CB100-circuit breaker
F101 -fuse link -No. 31, copper
nickel, 144 in. long
capristor
VHF (-1 CH.)
VHF (-2 CH.)

L450-horiz stabilizer (horiz hold)
L550 -deflection yoke
T200 -IF input
7201 -1st IF
T250 -video output
T300 -sound take-off/4.5 MHz trap
7350 -sound IF
T351 -audio output
T400-vert output
T500-horiz output
R300-450 n a contrast

SOUND I.F.

1457

1455

SCHEMATIC NO.

Color -TV Chassis 23DC14

ZENITH

TV Chassis B15-1-2

SYLVANIA

DESCRIPTION

C105-4 section elect
A -400/185v
B -600/185v
C -4/150v
D -20/150v
L100 -choke -line radiation
L200-45.25MHz trap
L350-quadrature

SYMBOL
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0

12

1458

MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis T947

Vert.

1459

GENERAL ELECTRIC
TV Chassis U1/UA

3 VPP

\t

1456

ELECTROHOME
Color TV Chassis C12

SCHEMATIC NO.

COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

/fatff=ffi7

TECHNICIAN/DEALER

ELECTRONIC

1455

1456
ELECTROHOME
Color -TV Chassis -C12

DESCRIPTION

01.14,

ry
WF

TUNER
PluG in

2

5

8

ilWita

TECHNICIAN/DEALER L__/

ELECTRONIC Li

6

3

8 7

5

2

VO

T061

LILY
(4.

VT901-voltage tripler
T902-horiz output xformer

AN

07

ul
1

IA .I.
P25.

DDD T

LIST

SAF TT

EA., REPLACEMENT

CONTATuED LETT REPLACE
PARTS

Ilk

35v

COmPoNENTs

MODULE

ael

Cif

I.

1

',V

SOTTRCE-

2,0v

saa

N..
5n

47.25 MHz
TRAP

2ND
I NTERSTAGE

1461

tYA.

SwA N

ABO5
3w60

LOON 002E

wow

LEFT

isiTlfmTsEWSTA

PRIMARY

Tsh

3RD
INTER STAGE

"-T

P20
J201

01.

i:L1LTT, INOTCTTOfrn1. C .WTT

27.25-01

44.203-20

28.32-01,02,03
21.229-01
24.10157-01
41-227-65
41-228-33
41.251-02
44.203-19

TON.

.1.F. T.

.

TNOSE COmPoNENTS MARKED
PARTS
ONLY .

T401 -power xformer
R513-RF AGC delay 5K
8658-vert center 1K
8964 -focus 10M
E401A-470pf 200v electr
E401B-100p f 250v 3 section
E401C-478 f 300v
E402A-1000pf 40v electr
E40213-250Pf 75v 3 section
E402C-250p f 75v
F401-1.7 a chemically activated fuse

L 2S1

IR.

WITM

CONSULT

ASTERISK wilT4
SERVICE MANuAL

CAUTION: TOR

.ww,SWITT.

TO
SA/ KOTE

'51i1; I

EPOS

C2.0

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

3

9

41.281-01

21-1121.01
21.1122-01
21.1123-01
41.265-15
21.1070-02
24-170002-01
41.192-24
41.263-03
41-263-04
41.263-02
41-263-05

SOCKET JI

6
9

ATA

REF.

IP

To

fLFf 19C

AN\ AAA
4

P5

AFT

YMGI

/ 2w

VM:141.."-TIT TO PL. Tr -5
Liti1519
TUNER FA- MT 5.0

.1700

To

y,,

9.r WE

a 9*

TUNER
MODULE

C /25CW w
1-00

ANT

.4

ELECTROHOME PART NO.

FEBRUARY 1973
SYMBOL

470 n 3W

21

0.0 v REF.

uNT T.,19 21-266-00

UNr TUNER

TUN. W.

T101-xformer, sound input
L722 -coil, chroma osc
T721-xformer, chroma ref output
R359 -bright limiter coot 100K
L901 -coil, horiz osc
T901-xformer, horiz buffer
R422-cont, HV adj
R316-cont, 470 contrast
R328-cont, 750 bright
R325-cont, 2K detail
R609 -coot, 20K vent
R942-cont, horiz centering

SC

°

PoSITIVE TEMPERA,. COEFFICIENT
REsISToR
110
COLD RESISTA.EM $T,

agA
Ov

so

224
624

op I
;2LTP.

,

.

!."

I.F.

1

:

L 205

0_,QT
ElLuE

MODULE

220.

206

NbD

121

INPUT
SERIES

TUNER

IF INPUT

INPUT SHUNT

IF
SOUND
TAKE -OFF

TP 2

AFT TAKE OFF

41.25 MHz TRAP

1ST INTERSTAGE
PRIMARY

r

zza

--I

..1141

0203

zwa

P801

P.

CONvE

T.
1?1,

ERZ

RL
TOP

EIOT TTOR.z.

'2,

I TA 05f05659 _

601. MOUT

Tel

VIDEO OUTPUT

I

1

4.5 MHz TRAP

3RD INTERSTAGE SECONDARY

I

INTExliSTOM

0204

- 9.0v

0.5v

ANSE

XI?

VOLTAGE

MAK. GAIN
TAIN. GAIN

VOLTAGE RANGE

mAx. C.AiN 3.0v
11.01

061

MIN. GAIN

.44L

NOR12.,

,E,TAT.

lug2wo
.16.°
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=NI

auA

fin=

ED

Ear_0 03

21. 111

vERT

S.L01

4r,

w3

,

4.16.04. 50.0 W 2/0 0560.

Phi DETECTOR

I

",

140 x08L2

XOsz

TOP TORT,
TORT,
TOP

m05,2.

Ow(

39.75 MHz TRAP

IF AGC (YELLOW)

+ 5.0V- + 8.0V

1ST INTERSTAGE
SECONDARY

2ND INTERSTAGE

5

IC 02

wolo

24 V

ie

5

1

T OuVATJT

111, 11111

40 MHz TRAP

.

13+

w

SSv

3

25v

A

B

D

14-2011-01

14-2010-01

14-653- 21

IC 501

IC 701

0 201

r1831

0303

Art:::

ant

Rig

II

NDDETIEFCTr

PROCESSING

POWER AUDIO
OUTPUT

-,..,

FUNCTION

TRANSISTOR

E

(:)1CASE

c

E

C

9
9906

..2v

'44

TO 724v

t.ng

aT

fZ!,

IN"

)f.if

0605

Q604

0 602
0 403

0903

Q601

0404

0 402

Q 312

Q 311

0 310

0309

0702

0301

093:7

I

R P.

020.2

239

GENERATOR

WITH RAINBOW

78750.

NM

OR
14-858-12

14-805-12

14 803-12

14-904-12

I

azzav

[099100

-ZO

-

14- 901-12
OR

14 - 867-32

rc09"c."

lilv)

856-23

14- 857-12
OR

14

14-809-23

14 862- 32

LTD.PART NO.

16

300s

NRP

0722

B

pi

TO

TO 24v

24V

NOR
09C.

it

001

EN/

P

4425'

-

7

0 :902

V't

KJ

ur

CI

TO

700

2w

02§1,

TERMINAL

TRIZEK

764

REG.

4P0090

VERT. Bt

VERT. OSC.

+132V CU RFIVITT

VERT. OSC .

INVERTER
'HOLD DOWN
DRIVER

VERT. SYNC

+132V ERROR AMP.

RED VIDEO OUTPUT
GRN.VIDEO OUTPUT
+132V REG. DR IVER

BLUE VIDEO OUTPUT

VIDEO DRIVER

2ND VIDEO AMP.
COLOR KILLER

1ST VIDEO AMP.

aoaP
N2

20

FUNCTION
2ND PEAKING MAP.
BRIGHTNESS LIMIT
THRESHOLD

E
C

14 - 805 -12

REF. OUTPUT

EQC

Q603

COMPARITOR

LINEARITY

0405

0611

0610

0905

0906

0401

0902

14- 909- 23

14-905 - 23

14-910-13

14-601- 27

14-601-26

14-801-23

14- a 6 1 -12

14-807-12
OR

14-807-12

15

E

E

E

E

-

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL
DRIVER

OUTPUT

HORIZONTAL

REGULATOR

+132 V

MULTIVIBRATOR

HOLD DOWN

HOP. OSC .

VERT. OSC .

VERT. OUTPUT
DRIVERS

PART ND.OUTPUTS
KIEMB +24V REGULATOR
PART NO.

ritC2

PART NO

.0

0

0

.

coo

C

BCE

E

(10)

e

EOC

.0-ttLtz

70 TSN.

wITaitivE

4NEE.T.CREE7.------.

331'

P. C. 110. *

Z

8N612.1

AUTO SATURATION

z

110

pie!

NUMBERS.

ohm
9650

_

:70
az

z9

S(9EEx *9094

*0

LF

0.

Si

01.E

%;,41.1Lc.",

3001

2.2Phw

jia

TO 2,K20.1

T

200,

292.

etV:10' Tl0.4

45'&

1222 /2,70429

1

T9c6,1722a

`4PL-

-

TORE

1.01772

Ov

229,

Pur

14

70.1

9340

171154 SOURCE

HDAtl. PULSE SOMME

21912

99a.

In
-MR

16.9

2.
E606

N.TW,EN

sr 1e

-164g

ez=2

92o

96.0/3.39/

OF C922 40909

.0A

91.11.52.50vRCE

dS1...

96l.

2722

20 .109..

7875..

12 V.99

921

OR12.
C2 T.

aol
COMvE

°T'dil

:1.91

TO

2URRExi

102101 91.09

3601

a

,

11,3;',7

1, Litt

V11'

6277.

_%

!Mg
_

9279

TatIlvotra,..,

. LLD

47W. V'

138"

O. ,Ov

TO CAT 900C

gra,

r29

'

;W4

R

!:2

v. f,IAv

°RIZ WASE SOURCE '9.

Ma,

r9a71

"(167."--42r14
'ca; `0,
1

kV

WI

13

2610 At 2E90 CRT KA.

7875.:

9,k701::

0.3

25

Oigio W'

L 9v*

IC 701
C. -91-08a6

CENOMEATEA

76 It..

THE DASH NO'S. OF NEW ELECTROHOME TRANSISTOR PART NO'S. RELATE TO LEAD IDENTIFICATION.
EMIT TER -1 , BASE= 2 , COLLECTOR -3 . FIRST 2 LEADS READ FROM LEFT, WHILE LEADS
AND FLAT OR OPEN TRIANGLE POINT DOWNWARD , CONSTITUTE THE DASH
ARE FACING YOU

0606

0901

AUTO. SAT. DC AMP.
REACTANCE
CONTROL

AUTO. SAT. RF AMP.

0762

AUTO. SAT. RE BUFFER

0763

0761

0723
0724

1ST CHROMA AMP.
REF. BURST GATE
1ST REF, BUFFER

LINEARITY COMIWIATOIT

ACC BUFFER

B

to

LIMITER

Q609

0608

+24V FAULT SWITC% 0 904

REF. OSCILLATOR

cat
.0,

.20

14-002-12

e

+ 24V REG. DRIVER
+24V CURRENT

0722

0721

0720

0701

0607

0451

0406
0407

H & V BLANKER
BRIGHTNESS LIMIT DR.

Q 308

DELAY LINE DRIVER

0 306

0305
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I 97

1

El../

1

4

0.1,7051;,0?

vv,

.-1*

EO

:ow,

ari

B

EC)C,

i

B
E

c

65--EIF E

1 tio_fr
f63- 74;F:f.

TO.24

c...,

c

CBE
PART No

E

e cE

000

I

a

CBE

0

BASING

REFERENCE CHART
1ELECTROHOME

-lv lir,
zilirIf

1 --..CONTRAST

waz

15 N. RP

'Sg."

)

;11.4

G.00 1COL9AMOR

78730.

229

TO24v

1:71

I

05,010V P -P

60

c jig

I0

:kr1

o. E95

IDEO PREAMP

P. C.

020249.

I

AFT DC AMPLIFIER
1ST PEAKING AMR.

SOUND DETECTOR

CHROMA
BANDPASS OUTPUT

e

1

I'SYMBOL

CROSS

3RD IF AMPLIFIER
AFT RF AMPLIFIER

2ND IF AMPLIFIER

1ST IF AMPLIFIER

ONE" 50.1: 1.10D'CLV50919,

11...

6it3

E

C

B

BCpC

g

14

DEMODULATOR

-,---4 .-N (x CHROMA

r--i-INDv

'''1

1

4
4th_INDEx

ocIT

c:3-ror

*" avwEtr'

cie,0

14-661 - 21

0204

2221t

14- 660 -12

0703

0 251

14-654-21

0 203
0 252

1111111-"LTI

D

A

14-2009-01

IC 102

Q 202

14-2008-01

IC 101

SYMBOL LTD. PART NO. BASING

ELECTROHOME

T63 -

SON PP

92_,4

iiTeram

7875.

ELECTROHOME

0 tNt,g1

0092.0A

BLUE

C=1

G2

Time'
PIN13

G2

TELT
PIN w9

G2

[

RE 0

OATES WNW. 51GRA1

PICTURE TUBE

(LIT.'

/0,N's

3

G

N

SW 7014

PRE.SET
'LT

iiby

02TrNT29/..59

zI

Wt/49EE.1 ROAR

13:
.:

90 V.AP

Color -TV Chassis
C12

1457
ZENITH
Color -TV Chassis
23DC14

Z

4

\INF TUNER

TO FET.

0247

troop

ELECTRONIC

4r

,,,,

f;13:

5.4

I
104
5PF
SIN

5%

I

TRAP
L.0211

la
ICIOT

LO

0-1/

20PF

vy

B2

31V2

BO

7-77ETL/5-/

0101

co.
1

5%

F

Roo

es

250

5.4

1.7

5

0410

sum

9

"' LTD

R410

::::F.

`'OT

OPlT

sx

44.

,KK

CI111

TRAP
T
AP

6,04

414,245

+24v

,

410.

SYMBOL

400v

F.

01

4 .1

IICI29

jmr g1.1Zr

5%

<132

5%

204,

1.110

T14
I.F
SEC.

5%

REACTOR

C25.2015

CO

Sw1x COMMAND

12000 0

CI33

-004

101

:71

V201

6JA5

6648

;-;

2

t2SPF

p1;i:2

V204

,0

10:14

2337

511

11123

60K

400v

C27613-100pf elect. cap
400v

C276C-15pf elect cap
R204 -voltage dependent resistor

11

9

VIOLET

<255

v.201

.5

/116,.

005016

R:HrI
LEFT SIDE

1I

m.:T.412 0

I

.24V

605

C00211443T

04

0205

22.6903

C210

MOO.

63-5440
63-9116
63-9115
63-9066
63-8474

121-744

6.SV

5%

oTT=

1.202

511vP

LOON

+24v

BL

"y

R332 -3M high Voltage adjust

R309 -100K, killer threshold control
R310 -5K, color level control

63.8499

R338-500, bright limiter control

fORCITTMESS

150

PPot

63-8576

63-9882
63.8989
63-8688
63.8687
63.8709

1204

4Srm

CONTROL

15'4

246

54

-sc)T

T3

PRESET

R340 -voltage dependent resistor
R344-thermistor
R356-15Mn, focus control
R359 -250K, tint control
R1013 -20K, ACC control

6203

55'.'

RFO

240 44-fF-;<49141M,

jp P204-13

Tm.

1x1

2g3'14

t 244I
300
Y"PEK PIE

11245

10

9-37

INTERCO

U

tt

J

7

SSEIRBLY
FART NO 5.89730

--

TORE

RTICAT

rs...;;4.,,

141.7V

240

S.'',S R250
1244
320
-15 1:143

tt

ZeItto3

I

InTTAILK

In4TFORMT

P00.2

OC) Os

000

00T SLUE

140/142 611113

61.11

SLR

ORM

44,4

Ma SOT A66
vERT Lwts

v1111.411523

TOP 366

fr-.1.114Et

20

604

TOP 114

GIN

INN

1031112 LMES

06

TE411120

TIRTT,ORM

L_

<-14.-MOT UNIT

,,.14.( T (.

It..

%1,21120.c

4*
121-746
3RD VIDEO

0206

iCmxio

121-888
VERTICAL
BLANKER

iF

114 PRA

v40

1102 M1120-1-

O. 26,36

OF 20616

TO 11336

0244

0207

2ND VIDEO

R222 MANARITE

39 WILL BE

280

0141

40

1

12011

I

--cis; II

'2"

ILK VERT

I- I"L' - 1

au

14605

TOP SLUE
ROSIN LIMES

C1YOICS

u.

±2TF.T.4
"

*4

=T77.
OLL.01412

- - sw8

CONVERGENCE ASSEMBLY PART NO 5-39811 OR 5-93851

8228

J204-10( P204-10

NoLTipLK2

47K

IR200

FRPOMIIss .PL.

rtirr SITTE

11...2 How

rrii

RIAG

R66,0i1T LOW

Cf0!

220

11612

01160111

23

ORES

8,12 40.112

iLEAo

SOCKET I CABLE

CONVERGENCE

J202

TO 2532 .T wv.

LIMITER

BRIGHTNESS

121- 695

0204

TFO

R219 -3K, AGC delay control
R248 -3.5M vert size control
R259 -1K vert lin control
R308-70 horiz centering control

5%

12K

CENTERING

VERTICAL

1.2255

Z

L,4

2211631341

TTTT

FROM .4.1"
AT ORR 340467

T2021

SIL

KTF836

ROTTFRED

GRMFRED

TO C222

1

9.49

004

La.
.0

290V

.240

950V

C11170F,

ITV

235, .11r2

11

<260

OV

=4"u'

6DU3
DAMPER

01043

v

00105220

33,.
'50

FOCUS

NETWORK

IIRiGHT LIM.
CONTROL

41

EAST FIRST STREET ocLuTm, MINNESOTA 55802

I.

644

1ST. VIDEO

0105
121-834
OR 121-895

C 37
220PF

6.13465

22-7066

ZENITH PART NO.

IUt

C210

t'-'18ov

TOO

R30.
;C11204

TO OMNI OF

vOLT ACE TRIPLET,

1

AS SPORT. SFLOw

041

T205

AI Dza

au
PM 01 Of
61.14 OR

css

RED

614m

1-10UTFUT

WA VERT

2105

A.F.C.

RI211

Vi49
5%

ITim 7
OF

004

1

2905

SATURANT'

4, .A.C1/3.01.

100.5

2.;

TN

61000

DESCRIPTION

C243A-30 pf elect. cap
400v

C24313-500 p f elect. cap
35v
50v

C243C-500pf elect. cap

CI

$1111.

'°'St

CI

--

3RD. I.

o,

1
Va

1111.1

40.144 jy

6

2

esu

10

1155

11335

F2111.4'27/75 .70
HOLD.
HOLD
cmt o

3

34124

TO

C276A-150pf elect. cap

r ..

I

1

11.7

500

C12

CIV

,

121-526 OR
121-524

--010 4

5%

10%
TIOOP,

l<125

SOUND. Is -s.
546
20 DET.

0103
121-924 OR
121-883
CM
4714-

6106

'..

*01 5%.__osegiii.-E-

tr

-.

Rio'

V
O

143

IOW

22011

-""01,1TEP RELAY

SPACE COMMAND

8346 Z-111332

3'n. WV ADJUST

11-

0265

34

Os:2

HORIZ OUTPUT

0203
6LF6 OR 6LX6

7, I

sER;41:.

c

012210-8381

5404

VERT SIZE

5 tmg

NPR

C2

33011

0525

53001

2355

5%

052S
EG

/1223

CR201

02.13

IC)

tXl

C2r.r.E."

205
1 ',AT

1

8,c4

=1:T7

..-1%1 14 Rill
J -W --.tiOV
cu51.42Riolop, 12145%
5%
5%

Ili

814

1=1

51 06 tT

1!".:J'

A,

?MI5 . 5%

TSZ '''
010

f14:1

OR 121-509

814

-N'.

2ND I.F.

182

8404

..01-I

141.43-244 1.518.:

22

24.0

r%

10

TV -4,.°70 '1-1;,i
6

5.0

11407

5.65

100 RFD ELECTROLYTIC 900

7.7-371934.90A90

V202C
1/3 6U10

/90v

0201
121-966

IL

252

HORIZ. D1SCH.
"21?

-OS

2300
0104

°Sr

290V

-V---/

12 -507, 21-508

0102

1

v

0110

*i'$/.1

121 - 500 OR jI
I

2 6103 II

'AZ!

121- 501 OR 4-121- 503
1ST. I. F.

A?

1.

V2028

.24VDC

5245

V202A

C257

To S -S
AT T202

-II-.
oox

1111

PRF

/4323

1/3 6U10

WA

80212.
HOLD. 1
i

R322 "*"

4240
'

1/3 6U10

0254

I

HORIZ. OSC.

aciv

7 I^
0253

624

20

P203

HORIZ. CONT.

COIN

AGC

DELAY

C249

007

I

1711-1
g 74259g

--4/

I:no C225
c251
-1 23.001

C"'r

-1'`
7**

' .--1"'
f

UK

----820

.4,,,

I'S

--122.717--Nr C735

.22

17"

os

F-41.-.-444--

C403

cx

ow. . KEG

0.3

.,1H/1 1._
.
. 64

^

221-45

La

N/- TI I

vI'

11102,

111.:
MITT

2L3

TRAP

11:N:

W.

C104

T SY

/

55ZT

LT

2)20

T9

R4011

4.74
C40i

TO))
tt.5
I.C. 401
o.1

cfis

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

Vd%
I
5%

I

ci.,

VZ

U12

R409
I.5K
p41
YTOR

413

ALL RESISTOR ARE INWATT51
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
VIDEO PROCESSOR MODULE

00208

TOK

R3.7

ASSEMBLY 9.113",,____"_0%

002011

11516
TIPDA

> Al3

AIS

->U11

BANDWITH
COIL

LIONS

UNLESS OTHERS/ME
SPECIFIED

SOTE:ALL RESISTORS

PART NO.150,100

FEBRUARY 1973

v.IF TUNER

TO

4

00

00

* 00

--.40 0

%TAD 51111 VIEW

P201 PLUG

0

J201
SOCKET
ENO

11.5413vMel

z

C208

120 HOC

iNTERLCCK

S9/203
114117 OF P4431

ORLY

SPACE C061146110

403

VOLTA(
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A

o,

133

.14.011

s

INPUT

cnreorm

C4XT

012 910

16

vs

514

.gr

.047

1.3V

60.1u T

Par

014

'Jr

1002

cow

3

3116

II

1;ra:

.r...C308

.01

CM@

10

9

.., leer

1.C3 012

4*,

4203.6

S

-

L02

110121

I.C. 1001

4008831

+24V ICOXFair14C

70 81.7

20.

0.100.0,8

13

6022

5914

810

*

"*;/10.6

C

it

102

HC

14

3

*342

130
343

Sall

TS

I IV

C

TI

I

5

la

Mom

It
II

NC /Mr

3

126

0

U2

44 44

, 49.3

9

10r

2

PV

5.1.111301

6

6.201,
226

II

Sue

St

10

,,

ue

006

10...

03

r%

331

16

0.64

I

1611

*09

nese

MSG

5.

GI 6,55

1

I

1

T

1

-1

,,,

536

1363

U4

13

02

202

I

Ti

240

9?Tra:

10

3100
Soon

10411

mv.

3 70

120

A/

0047

3%

11:1

- - -1

I

r204

196206,

SHONE

23.6211

-.27"'
I

I

1

P2031

INTERLOCK

(OM
-30 +24V L __L
Flo"

9.22105ACKI
CkR017203

9

10 sOr

1

0113/611.

+11201/

ALTERNATE 9-69

676

04,

sw

6

.17

3.6016201i

T3

SOCKET

PC204 TN NU SAGEI, AND
1130 iNnu NISS 111 CRT

LACK WIRE

NOTE

0

1100-6071

23V8WP22

C)

36

C)

C)

15

.1V P -P

60 Hz

3V P -P

15.75 KHz

5 OV P

60 Hz

280V P -P

60 Hz

72V PP

60 Hz

70V P -P

60 H/

10V P -P

300V P P
60 Hz

C)

0

38

C)

C)

11

NOT USED

60 Hz

45V PP

60 Hz

65V P -P

15.75 KHz

240V P -P

15.75 KHz

015V P -P

60 Hz

1.4V P -P

60 Hz

18V P -P

15.75 KHz

C)I

23V PP
60 Hz

15.75 KHz

1.0V FP 0 4.0V P -P

60 Hz

C) 90V P -P

C)

C)

15.75 KHz

60 Hz (Ripple)

O 200V P -P

*

2.8V P -P 15.75 KHz

3.5V 0-P 15.75 KHz

210V P -P

®

2

15.75 KHz

60 Hz (Ripple)

1.0V P -P

3.5V 0.P 61) Hz

0 2.8V P -P 69 Hz
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WA

52

13 -***-.32011

ai

C10.6)1

5

1°4.

NT/110

z.

085 /OR

26203

.. Focus... 4ae

35235RN

-33

s

I

13.

6

isr SOCKET

I

*

41;
4290V

210200
Rs, 0114132 ,

1.04;:."
6z 904.1. 624.2

1--.

01

CliReiNsok

101,

ALTERNATE 9-82

TS%

IC117
22On

NC

2

42KI

-1,933

3

13

RIM
le

Cs0

SPczol

02181'. 0

sp IY

.43.116

.

3008

c1,4.,61%202

3623/1E0

O

"

4201

1

615 1201 TEL.

.1611 l
0
_CO
06162011
161420 I
ul 1153
5,054 -

I.C. 902 221-46 CM. DEMOD.

2 EK

ROTS

C""'

82

51.212

2,6

41111

C1.3

HuiTT

C239

I

-I

4"

R/04

7G" 31 TX

yv

116

19271

290

cow

270V V.1..

6%

1004

v..

6.6,

OUTPUT

121- 713
SOUND

0202

1111

0

7C,e1 74

6.611

----s.,-,.11.3v
/1L7.4.57

T7

121-743
GREEN VIDEO
OUTPUT

0794

5243
2.26

SUBCARRIER REGENERATOR

AS

/142

22047

V

=C909

T0,1213,4

i

2

64^11

4.0v

*13

CD

nl

/v

6

- u04

221-42

2.106, C56:1.

810

NC

5

I.

6

I .1. Ov

33

nor 11909

19

203-10

82;3>:11

.1

120e

K

MOD

VOLUM

ilnE

TOW

COLOR LEVEL 1013101

GRN GAIN

0

.1203-11

P203.9

SETUPPOSITION

wITN SwITC

206-6

Rom

5

*"2. CC

C100

510

-

T220*

16.0v

2

SO

4903
00

iLCIP

v.97

100

1902

02 35v

-J

T-

.047

0202

7204

2204.3

I. C. 901 221-43 CHROMA AMP

. 73v

I

3

HI

12

.1r trele

T

Cool

ze,&.2113

912 *15

07

C6074

`2°`

s

111/04/1

AR

15pi.
T.

3240 130

601315760.
OLE

00/121111

285

RED GAM

.24V

63-8576
20-3289
S56877
93.3039
S-92510
589750
95-2789
136-100
136-89

C1011 P204-3

17..4°1

1,.r

ISK

nsO

13 *5.06

I3.51I

CROSS ALK

T5

3:1S1

5101

515

Clot

5%

0901
Pf

ASV

TI3

IMOLETI

TOO

THRESHOLD

KILLER

BLUE VIDEO BLUE GAIN
OUTPUT

zsz
le

5%

Sus

221-48

121-743

16

.C.1101

SOUND

:,;:o

,..ZeTeelcILECK

iTll,-11.10 mi

C1112

0209

L

"7

61.121S-OUNO

-

-rn= MODULE-

T205-horiz tweet xformer
T206 -deflection yoke
T1101 -detector xformer
F203-.6 a bel-fuse
F204-.5 a bel-fuse (pigtail)

R1016 -20K, ARC control
L113-4.5MHz trap coil
L209-horiz ocs coil
T204 -power xformer

12V P -P

50V PP
60 Hz

15.75 KHz

20V P -P

15.75 KHz

*@

15.75 KHz

1 OV P -P

NOT USED

60 Hz

0 75V PP

C)

18

C)

60 Hz

14V P -P

480V P -P

1575 KHz

.5V P -P

60 Hz

80V P -P

60 Hz

34V P -P

15.75 KHz

200V P -P

15.75 KHz

34

C)

C)

C)

15.75 KHz

1.4V P -P

15.75 KHz

10V P -P

15.75 KHz

300V P -P

60 Hz

24V P -P

15.75 KHz

NOT USED

15.75 KHz

* 0 150V P -P 0 40V PP *

33)1

26

19

C)

O

NOT USED

23DC14

56

(112)

35

21

C)

Color -TV Chassis

ZENITH

NOT USED

135V PP
15.75 KHz

1575 KHz

3.5V P -P

60 Hz

35V PP

60 Hz

2V P -P

15.75 KHz

150V P -P

4.0V PP
15.75 KHz

®

1458
MAGNAVOX

5

4

5
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/-7=sea XTECHNICIAN/DEALEFI

FEBRUARY 1973

5

eV.44'

4

4

4.2,`.1

5

vlol

'.415

5

4C.X.
4

3

64057

4

OUT BO(PPNC-1/10)

SOUND B VIDEO

0000

350Vn

P401
100

611

.0042

0403

IRV

.02

.0047

OH

0

UNE

ANT

0
16703.018V P/P)

°

0

.

P

TR703-C 135V P/P)

11.4.0,4

447

R2

280V
1401

Ve:'mT

.5
NORI2
NOLO

0

!N g

15

74'

6405

4410

2704

L

"g:
55.

BooST

0501

TP704 166V P/PI

IF

-

5291
5%

00

1®

R205

512

1:1141 1

i919

0501-8 I60 P/PI

06901

200600

.65
125,,

R42

15000

0401111)

30

IIMCFSEI
VERT OUTPUT

It :gm

14

4409

.047

C414

, C413
00.

6i4XPILI
v0640!

N10001200601101112

NORM

LSOK

Nao

3,1101
350K

RANGE

.001

TRANS.IST VIDEO

IF ARO

022
.032

CM2

0230

TR.L

47.gZ1'112

11{c

I

TIMOT O$C COOS

101006

0401(41

Teti /70r

56.-

I ,
SOL V4 '-}C4 I.0 04T VA;

9

T201

20S

C.2.005
u

TP204 /1.5V P/PI

W01012400 P/PI

TP201

TP501 1300 P/PI

TR202

S20.

00

00

0209

-

TR203

360 HOED IF

5%

0201.0 /soy P/P)

T202
3RD if /NAAS.

m5

"43

'"

R234

L-,
R266
D205
SO -46

"

10ff°

C.3

015
A241

ooze

0216

95v

VIDEO OUTPUT

'ROSS

.41,7

91
131

TR207.0 14.50 P/PI

V702.6 180V P/PI

.5v

003

111.24

C2 Mi

300

sggg

.01

CONTRAST

C

Vi

T203

RANS.

4. IF

25

SWO
3500

3

00

TR20130 10.5V P/N

ISO

c2 4

00

TP203

.01

C223

2.

R2,6

00

moloommommommea

TP705 1180 PIPI

00

I

TP205

L210

T001.2 120V P/PI

L209

cv,

2 25

.LZ'

L208

x60

0®

L207

-I

5.6
3.25

MAMMA

050 )3

SYNC SEP 0
1201
R0242

SP R

P1C-12918

4.012

41251.2

1.5

54,

11020

.3

V502-511500 P/P)

.0

TR204
2SCS3T
4TR VIDEO IF

5x

.7

R218

217

8.24

5,

DETECTOR

02026

3.25

8260

2.

3.50v

0244 3.-37473-4'

T Vis

482 I60v3

13,203,3

L213

C2i4
.0 .002

0202
WAS

1

00

00

PVC -139-01 /70V P/N

L

TP202

V501.1 12400 P/P)

34

21

TR209

29C'3.

P*1101

1600

AEC SATE

M t1,2, 0436

6v1

40

C2.133-.
R21.00
.002
70

470

R235

71.1`

s 8306

CFI
454,W0

}:2:61'

v131

104

SY

fM

Lz

511.630TNEsS

20 '3

82 160V

Ct
70

6I 300v

MA" 10'0
02

L2.4

SOUND /3 VIDEO

shun

DIj

"
51°P

5004

vR204

506-8R16,

CHROMA 8 DEFL .BD. PV/C- 391

OUT BD.
PWC 140

00...E

1600

STO

250 VIDEO 1F

C.7

3.31(

R238

DELAY

v422k33

1.0047...

AOC AMP

TR206
244339

rosx

15.8v

3.2

0

4.20

SOT

470

PI

451

502

300.4

TO

00V

R425

131

3000

25v

kirtaal ILWA

0

Imo mo NMI
11

i

T

0501.7 10.20 PIP)

..gwz
TRAP

7.0023

:I?
0022

40

AFC

0

gigre
T501.3

D50

vR4

&OVA'

40.1

R403

4704
5%

204

VIDEO I.F BD.(PWC-1381

t:Tc-

Pc1T

(PWC-1391

DEFL. BD.

CHROMA

LAM®

,--3100MFD

J

D601 Anoda (20V P/P)

Ot

250

UNE ToNERI. 006,1

L. OSC

2502094

TR001

50624
SA

v

9 ev

Fs

.5

PP

AGC

MIXER

cNiAuTpuT

TRIO1

Chi INPUT

0"1"

MIXER

2SC405

1

'TM

C6.8

5600

2S.C. trOA

4

v6N2

3

ARM

12:2:3-12

-010

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

V702 -1125V P/PI

4

UHF IF AM

/ vtIF

Lc.s

TUNERI3.005-

0601 Cathode 1110 P/PI

3

=1

MT ANT

o.

CHROMA & DEFL.BOPWO1351
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Ordinary antennas merely amplify the growing problem of
electromagnetic and FM interference.

Channel Master has taken a new approach with the Quantum
Antenna ---the most highth,/ directive antenna yet engineered!
The Quantum's exceptional front -to -back ratios bullseye desired

channels while rejecting interference from the sides and rear
for clean, pure color reception!
And the Quantum wipes out strong local FM interference problems with an optional trap that provides 25dB effective
attenuation.
UHF needs are met with a tunable sector that peaks to channels
in your market area ---and &l -weather protection is provided

with super tough construction that stands through winds well

.DPTIONAL FM TRAP

TUNABLE UHF SECTOR

above 75 MPH, and ice coatings up to 1" in diameter.

All in all, the Quantum is a massive attack on problems that
have been making your job more and more difficult --it's an
entire new breed of antenna engineered for the reception needs
of today ---and tomorrow!
PUGGED CONSTRUCTION

CHANNEL MASTER

QUANTUM

BROADBAND ANTENNAS FOR UHF/VHF/FM VHF/FM
... for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card

DI VISION OF AVNET INC.
ELLENVI LLE, N.Y. 12428

51,000 replacements can't be wrong
when you go by the book.
Gives the data you need to replace today's most used
solid-state devices with only 156 RCA SK s. For example,
SK 3004, alone, replaces over 4,000 types.

RF and Video stages. Add to this a
full line of diodes and broad coverage
of ICs and you see why so many ser-

vice technicians go the SK way. It's

RCA's "SK Replacement Guide- is
the book to go by when you need a

and

trouble when the device you

cross-references the top-quality SK

want to replace is not identifiable.
You can be sure the devices that
SKs replace so easily are not merely

foreign and domestic, but also supplies the kind of specific application
information you need to choose the
best replacement. It even includes a
comprehensive Quick Selection Replacement Chart to save you time

the off -beat kind. They're the ones
you are most likely to encounter in
your everyday servicing work. For
example, the SK line not only offers
the largest variety of matched audio
pairs but also provides full coverage
of TV deflection systems as well as

solid-state replacement. It not only

line with over 51,000 types, both

-The Solid State System- that re-

your inventory needs and
builds customer satisfaction.
duces

Contact your RCA Distributor today for the full SK story, and get the
latest copy of the RCA SK Replacement Guide SPG-202N. You'll see

why you can't go wrong with RCA
SKs.

RCA I Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029.

RoilElectronic

Components

Series
Top at the OneGuide
Ileptacernent
19N

1111Dil

